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Abstract
Fully realizing the potential of InGaN semiconductors requires high quality materials with
arbitrary In-content. To this date the growth of In-rich InGaN films is still challenging since it
suffers from the low growth temperatures and many detrimental alloying problems. InN/GaN
multiple quantum wells (MQWs) and superlattices (SLs) are expected to be promising alternatives
to random InGaN alloys since in principle they can achieve the equivalent band gap of InGaN
random alloys with arbitrarily high In-content and at the same time bypass many growth
difficulties.
This dissertation focuses on studying the growth mechanisms, structural properties and
energy structures of InN/GaN MQWs. Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth of InN/GaN MQWs
were carried out at 550 ○C and 680 ○C, which are close to the low and high ends of the allowed
growth temperature window. Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) was
demonstrated to be a valuable tool for understanding the MQW growth. By associating the RHEED
intensity transient features with surface atomic processes such as the adsorption/desorption of
metal species, the growth process was successfully monitored in situ. Also, at the high growth
temperature, RHEED was successfully used to study the adsorption/desorption kinetics of indium
surface coverage to gain knowledge of how to control InN deposition. The MQW growth at 680
○

C show that indium surface coverage over 2 MLs before GaN capping is a key factor for

consistent quantum well formation. The consistent PL emissions at ~375 nm were attributed to the
insertion of 1-ML thick QWs. At 550 ○C, both PL emission and QW thickness showed a selfregulating behavior. The redshift of PL emissions with the InN deposition saturated at ~423 nm
while the QW apparent thickness were no more than 2 MLs. The residual indium accumulation
identified by RHEED suggests that QWs are generally InGaN layers instead of coherent InN layers,

which is supported by k.p calculations. Finally, a growth mechanism was proposed to explain the
preservation, structural and optical properties of the quantum wells.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Background
III-nitride semiconductors, including the binary GaN, AlN, and InN and their alloys, have
been under intensive investigation for more than three decades and are still gaining more and more
research attention. One of the primary reasons that III-nitrides are so attractive is their
exceptionally wide direct band gap coverage. The band gap values of 6.2 eV (AlN), 3.4 eV (GaN),
and 0.64 eV (InN)1 indicate an engineering possibility of optoelectronic devices working in a
continuous electromagnetic spectral range from near infrared, through the whole visible range, to
deep ultraviolet. After major technological breakthroughs in the early 1990s, especially the high
quality InGaN film growth2 and the identification of hole compensation mechanism,3–5 InGaNbased blue light emitting diodes6 (LEDs) and laser diodes7 (LDs) were soon demonstrated, and
quickly lead to a huge global market. It should be noted that these blue light emitters had long been
desired by industry because they could be used to produce white light sources if coupled with
luminescent phosphor materials. Today, InGaN based light emitters are used in enormous
applications in our everyday life. For example, InGaN-based white LEDs are now widely used in
high efficiency car lights and display panels of TVs and cell phones as white backlight sources.
Also, InGaN based LDs are used in high definition DVD players.
Compared to conventional semiconductors such as silicon and III-arsenide materials, the
large band gap, high breakdown field, high electron saturation velocity, and large current density
make III-nitrides good candidates for high power, high frequency applications such as RF power
amplifiers.8 These applications are often based on the high electron mobility transistor (HEMT)
structure, which typically involve an AlGaN/GaN8,9 or InAlN/GaN10 heterostructure that can be
conveniently grown using both MBE and MOCVD. This should be compared to SiC, another

1

promising wide band gap material for high power and high frequency applications, which can only
be fabricated into the metal semiconductor field effect transistors (MESFETs) and thus cannot
benefit from the high electron density and velocity brought by the HEMT structure. 8,11,12
Table 1-1. Key material properties for major semiconductors. 8,13–18
GaN

AlN

InN

SiC
(4H)

SiC
(6H)

GaAs

Si

Band gap
(eV)
Electron mobility
(103 cm2/(V∙s))
Breakdown field
(MV/cm)

3.39

6.2

0.64

3.26

3.03

1.42

1.12

1.2

1.1

3

0.7

0.37

8.5

1.35

3.3

11.7

1.0

3.0

2.4

0.4

0.3

Saturated electron drift velocity
(107 cm/s)
Thermal conductivity
(W/(cm∙K))
Thermal expansion coefficient
(10-6/ K)

2.5

1.8

2.5

2.0

2.0

1.0

1.0

1.3

2.7

1.8

3.7

3.87

0.43

1.5

5.59

4.2

3.8

3.7

4.3

5.73

2.6

Further, due to the small band gap of 1.12 eV, working in high temperature over 300 ○C
would lead to failure of silicon-based devices since excessive carriers would be thermally
generated. The large band gap of 3.4 eV is expected to expand the working temperature of GaNbased devices up to 1000 ○C.10,19 In addition, since nitride materials, especially GaN and AlGaN,
have good thermal stability, high chemical resistance and high radiation resistance, nitride-based
devices are particularly suitable to be used in harsh environments, such as the environments often
encountered in oil, automobile, and aerospace industries. The demonstrated devices include but
are not limited to mechanical sensors,19,20 α-particle detectors,21 and Hall effect sensors.22
1.2. Basic material properties
III-nitrides can be found in both the thermodynamically stable wurtzite phase (α-phase)
2

and metastable zinc-blende phase (β-phase). Since most of the III-nitride devices are based on
wurtzite structure GaN, only the properties of wurtzite nitride materials are introduced in this
section. As is shown in Figure 1-1, GaN in wurtzite structure is a periodic stacking of hexagonal
close-packed Ga-N bilayers (space group p63mc). The lack of an inversion symmetry makes the
two orientations of the c-planes essentially different. Depending on if the growth is along the [0001]
or [0001] , the surfaces that the epilayers are grown on are conventionally referred as (0001)
surface (Ga-face) or (0001) surface (N-face). Also, the lack of an overall inversion center leads
to a non-vanishing polarization field along the c direction even without an external electric field.

Figure 1-1. The crystal structure of wurtzite GaN.
The polarization of a crystal in its equilibrium shape is called the spontaneous polarization,
Psp . When the crystal is strained an additional polarization component, the piezoelectric

polarization, Ppz , is generated.23 So, the total polarization field, P , is
P  Psp  Ppz

(Equation 1.1)
3

In the case of small lattice deformation, the piezoelectric polarization along the [0001]
direction (z-direction) can be related to the c-plane strain,   ( a  a0 ) / a0 , as24,25
Ppz , z  2 ( e31  e33

C13
)
C33

(Equation 1.2)

where a and a0 are the strained and equilibrium value of the c-plane lattice constants; C13 and
C33 are elastic constants; and e31 and e33 are piezoelectric coefficients.26 The polarization and
band gap of III-nitride materials as a function of lattice constant are plotted in Figure 1-2, where
the piezoelectric polarization is calculated assuming the material is strained on a GaN substrate.
The bowing of material properties F , such as the polarization and band gap, are calculated as
F ( Ax B1 x N )  xF ( A)  (1  x ) F ( B )  x (1  x )b

(Equation 1.3)

where bowing parameters, b, are summarized in Table 1-2, and the polarization related parameters
are listed in Table 1-3.
Table 1-2. Bowing parameters for band gap and spontaneous polarization. 27–29
AlGaN

InGaN

AlInN

Band gap (eV)

1.0

1.4

3.4

Spontaneous polarization
(C/m2)

-0.0191

-0.0378

-0.0709

Table 1-3. Polarization related parameters.30,31
Psp , z (C/m2)

e33 (C/m2)

e31 (C/m2)

C13 (GPa)

C33 (GPa)

AlN

-0.090

1.505

-0.533

100

390

GaN

-0.034

0.667

-0.338

110

390

InN

-0.042

0.815

-0.412

121

182

4

Figure 1-2. Band gap (a) and polarization (b) of nitride materials. The piezoelectric polarization,
Ppz , z , in (b) is calculated assuming the materials are strained on GaN.

At the interfaces between epi-layers, the discontinuity of the polarization field gives rise to
a 2D bound charge density,  , given by

  ( P1  P2 )  n

(Equation 1.4)

where P1 and P2 represent the polarization field on different sides of an interface, and n is the unit
normal vector from side 1 to side 2. As shown in Figure 1-3, if the polarization is gradually changed,
a bound charge density  in 3D space will be created according to Eq. 1.5

    P

(Equation 1.5)

The magnitude of both spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization in III-nitrides appeared
to be very large32 as seen in Figure 1-2(b), which often gives a non-trivial influence to device
performance. As an example, the quantum confined stark effects (QCSEs) are frequently presented
in III-nitride light emitting devices.33 A red shift of emission peak is observed for devices grown
along the polar c axis. This is understood as the charge bounded at the interfaces of the active
5

region, resulting from polarization discontinuity, cause a strong electrostatic field across the active
region which in turn reduces the effective band gap. This phenomenon is commonly regarded as
detrimental for light emitting devices since the electric field gives rise to a spatial separation of
electron and hole wave functions and, therefore, reduces the possibility of radiative recombination.

Figure 1-3. Dipole representation of the (a) 2D and (b) 3D bound charges.
Several works34–42 showed that, instead of the traditional “hydrogenic doping” which relies
on thermal ionization of dopants, a “polarization doping” can be used for both n- and p- type
doping. The trick is to create a gradient of the polarization field by grading the composition in an
AlGaN or InGaN layer. The bound charges in 3D space then attract free carriers of the opposite
sign. The polarization doping is in nature an electrical-field assisted, rather than a thermally
activated, process. Thus, it is especially valuable to alleviate the difficulty of p-type doping, which
suffers from the high dopant activation energy (~200 meV for Mg in GaN). J. Simon et al. 43
showed that polarization doped p-type layers can be used to improve electroluminescence of a UV
LED. As a more recent example, Y. Enatsu et al.42 realized dopant free hole gases in
compositionally graded InGaN layers.
6

Different from the III-arsenide based HEMTs, for which a remote dopant reservoir is
usually needed to provide electrons to the conductive channel, III-nitride HEMTs require no
intentional doping. The polarization induced bound charges at the AlGaN/GaN interface attract
free carriers to form a highly mobile (typical mobility over 1000 cm2/(V∙s)) two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG) with a 2D sheet electron density as high as 1 × 1013 cm-2, where the surface
states are believed to be the source of electrons.32,44 The combination of the high mobility, high
electron density, and wide band gap gives nitride HEMTs a unique advantage for high power and
high frequency electronics.
The inequivalence of the two surface orientations leads to very different physical and
chemical properties between the Ga-face and N-face. The Ga-face can hold ~2.3 ML of Ga
adlayers before droplet formation, while the N-face can only hold 1 ML. 45–47 It is found that the
N-face is more resistant to thermal decomposition, 48 so that the upper limit of the growth
temperature window is higher for the N-face for both GaN45 and InN49. Due to the difference in
chemical resistance,50,51 the high selectivity of KOH etching had been used to investigate the
inversion domain of the Mg-doped Ga-face GaN samples. 52 The impurity incorporation was also
found to be dependent on surface polarities. For example, it has been found that, for the same Mg
flux, the incorporated Mg concentration is about one order of magnitude higher in Ga-face GaN
layers than that in N-face GaN layers.53 Also, the most common n-type background dopant source,
oxygen, is more easily incorporated in the N-face GaN,54–56 which is likely due to the difference
in oxygen adsorption energy as is revealed by theoretical investigations. 57 The majority of HEMT
devices were grown on the Ga-face mainly due to the superior crystal quality. 45,46,58,59 Although
hard to achieve high material quality, N-face HEMT devices have also attracted a lot of research
interest because the flipped polarization allows device design that contains a natural back potential
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barrier which is helpful to suppress current leakage, and also enables low contact resistance which
is important for device scaling.60,61
1.3. The historical development of nitride materials
The first epitaxial growth of GaN was attempted in 196962 GaN crystals were grown on
sapphire substrates using hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE) by H. Maruska and J. Tietjen at
RCA laboratories. The obtained crystals were determined to be in single wurtzite phase with a
band gap of 3.39 eV. However, the background electron density was over 10 19 cm-3, reflecting the
poor crystal quality. This ground-breaking work laid solid experimental foundation for future
development of GaN-based technology.
In the following years, all efforts aiming to obtain p-type conductivity failed, which is not
surprising considering that the background electron density was still high. The potential p-type
dopants under investigation during this period of time included Ge, Mg, Zn, and Cd. 62–66 Although
p-type conductivity was not obtainable, these dopants appeared to compensate the native electrons
effectively and semi-insulating GaN films were realized.67 LEDs working in the green to violet
spectral range can be fabricated based on these insulating layers.68–70 However, these devices
typically use a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) structure and the electroluminescence relies
on the impact ionization of luminescence centers which require high voltage operation. 71 Thus,
more effective p-n junction based LEDs were still desirable.
In the 1980s, because of the persistent difficulties in achieving p-type conductivity and
poor crystal quality, much research attention was moved to ZnSe, another potential material for
blue LEDs. ZnSe was considered to be superior to GaN because low dislocation density less than
103 cm-2 could be achieved if grown on a GaAs substrate, which is strikingly lower than that of
~109 cm-2 for GaN grown on sapphire.72 On the other hand, GaN growth was explored using new
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growth technologies including MBE73 and MOCVD.74 What is worth mentioning is that a AlN
buffer inserted before GaN growth was found to greatly improve the quality of GaN films for both
MBE and MOVCD.73,74 Using this technique, A. Amano et al. demonstrated the first crack-free
GaN film with optically flat surface.74 In later 1980s, S. Nakamura brought the GaN film quality
to a higher level using a modified MOCVD system,75,76 the “two-flow MOCVD” which was named
by himself. As an example, in a report from 1991,76 the unintentional doped GaN film showed a
room temperature background electron density of only 4 × 10 16 cm-3, while the mobility was
increased to ~600 cm2/(V∙s). In fact, later the two-flow MOCVD played a key role in developing
and commercializing many GaN-based devices.
More importantly, the haunting p-type doping problem was finally solved in the early
1990s. H. Amano et al. discovered that the highly resistive as-grown Mg doped GaN film can be
turned into a conductive p-type layer after being treated by low-energy electron beam irradiation
(LEEBI). Employing this technique, the first p-n junction LED showing near band edge emission
was demonstrated.3 However, the exact reason why the p-type conductivity can be triggered by
LEEBI was not clear until 1992.4,5 S. Nakamura et al. developed a new method to activate the ptype conductivity by annealing the as-grown samples in N2 ambient over 700 ○C.4 It was further
discovered that the already activated p-type films could be passivated to be highly resistive if
annealed in a NH3 environment.5 Since the NH3 dissociates at high temperatures, S. Nakamura et
al. concluded that the hole compensation was due to the formation of Mg-H complexes. Because
the thermal annealing approach can be implemented in the growth chamber and is not affected by
the film thickness (LEEBI has limited electron penetration depth and is ex situ to growth), it
became the standard procedure in industry for p-type conductivity activation.
Meanwhile, the growth of the InGaN alloy was also under investigation. The band gap of
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the InGaN system covers the whole technologically important visible spectral range. They form
the type I quantum well band alignment with GaN, similar to the GaAs/AlGaAs system based on
which many new physics and device concepts have been realized. In 1992, S. Nakamura et al.
showed MOCVD-grown InGaN samples with bright room temperature emission under PL
measurement due to band-to-band transition,2 which was in sharp contrast to all previously
reported InGaN films whose optical properties were dominated by defects.
To this point, the obstacles towards fabricating high efficiency LEDs and LDs were cleared.
High performance LEDs77 and LDs7,78 employing optimized heterostructure design were
demonstrated in 1990s and since then the research and industrialization of nitride-based
optoelectronic devices was quickly revolutionized.
It is worth mentioning that the excellent light emitting performance of InGaN-based LEDs
was initially unexpected considering the high dislocation density on the order of 10 9 cm-2. It seems
that the dislocations only reduce the effective volume of the InGaN film but do not play a
significant role in carrier recombination. Although the reason for this insensitivity is still under
debate, a common belief is that quantum-dot-like localized states caused by indium content
fluctuation capture injected carriers effectively so that the possibility of defect-assisted
nonradiative recombination is reduced.
MOCVD played a leading role in the development of III-nitride material and devices. On
the other hand, due to many inherent advantages, especially the accurate control of the thickness
and composition of heterostructures, much research efforts were also devoted to MBE. Because
N2 molecules are extremely stable, different techniques were adopted to provide active nitrogen
species for MBE growth of III-nitride materials. Despite the early demonstration 79 of reactive
MBE growth of single crystal GaN films using ionized N2 and NH3 mixture as the nitrogen source,
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the commonly seen MBE systems can be categorized into electron-cyclotron-resonance–MBE
(ECRMBE), plasma-assisted-MBE (PAMBE) and ammonia-MBE (NH3MBE), depending on how
the active N species is produced.
ECRMBE and PAMBE differ in the plasma sources used to crack the N 2 molecules, which
are operating at 2.45 GHz and 13.56 MHz, respectively. Since it was eventually realized that the
ECR plasma source causes larger ion damage80,81 and a trade-off between the growth rate and
crystal quality has to be adopted, nowadays ECRMBE is less popularly used compared to PAMBE.
Due to the limited cracking efficiency, the active N flux in a PAMBE system is not
sufficiently high to fight the decomposition of GaN when the growth temperature is over ~800 ○C,
which sets the temperature upper limit for PAMBE GaN growth. This turns out to be a fundamental
limit to achieve a high crystal quality by PAMBE. The optimum growth temperature, at which the
step-flow growth is promoted, is estimated to be about half of the melting temperature. 82–86 This
argument suggests an optimum growth temperature of ~1050 ○C, which indeed is very close to the
MOCVD growth temperature and may explain the generally good material quality and device
performance obtained by MOCVD.
Although PAMBE/ECRMBE is deemed to be a low temperature growth technique, there
were still many encouraging results in 1990s, such as the demonstration of high room temperature
mobility of 580 cm2/(V∙s) in 199387 and the first Mg-doped p-type sample in 1992.88 One of the
most important steps towards understanding the PAMBE growth mechanism is the identification
of the role the Ga/N ratio played on crystal quality. A systematic study of GaN homoepitaxy on
MOCVD grown GaN templates by B. Heying et al.89,90 in early 2000s showed that there is a sharp
surface morphology transition when the Ga/N flux ratio was varied. As is shown in Figure 1-4, the
smoothest surface is obtained in the droplet regime (Ga-stable regime) in which the high Ga flux
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leads to not only ~2 ML Ga adlayers but also the accumulation of 3D droplets. Within the N-stable
regime there is no surface adlayer or droplet accumulation, and the surface is the roughest and
characterized by crater-like microstructures originated from threading dislocations. At relatively
high growth temperatures, there exists an intermediate regime in which the sample surface is free
of Ga droplets but a certain amount of a dynamically stable liquid-like adlayer can exist. 91,92 The
sample surfaces grown in the intermediate regime consist of a large area flat terraces which are
separated by deep faceted trenches.

Figure 1-4. GaN growth regimes (a); the AFM images89 of surface morphology for samples grown
in Ga-stable, intermediate, and N-stable regimes (b)-(d).
The dramatic improvement of surface morphology and crystal quality is attributed to the
enhanced adatoms diffusion due to the coverage of Ga adlayers. Similar metal/N flux ratio
dependence on morphology and crystal quality were also found for PAMBE growth of AlN 93 and
InN.94 The detailed mechanism of the enhancement of adatom diffusion may be found in the
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theoretical investigation by Neugebauer et al.,85 which showed that an effective diffusion channel
for nitrogen adatoms is formed when the sample surface is covered by indium adlayers. In a sense,
these auto-surfactant adlayers is the very reason why PAMBE is considered to be a viable tool to
grow nitride materials since it alleviates the temperature requirement which is not accessible to
PAMBE system.
A relatively less frequently used MBE system is the NH3MBE. As is suggested by the name,
ammonia gas is the carrier of nitrogen and the active N species are generated when the NH 3
molecules were thermally cracked at the sample surface. For this reason, the NH 3MBE needs to
operate at higher growth temperatures compared with the PAMBE, typically around 900 ○C. The
high supply rate of active nitrogen leads to much higher growth rates than that of PAMBE system.
Also the large growth parameter window95 allows easy growth process control. However, the
corrosive nature of ammonia gas requires special design considerations for many components in
the NH3MBE systems. Further, the contradiction between the high temperatures required for
cracking ammonia and the low dissociation temperature of InN makes the NH 3MBE unsuitable
for InGaN growth.
So far the PAMBE grown HEMT devices show high mobility96 and have comparably highfrequency performances to the MOCVD grown devices.12 However, the performance of
optoelectronic devices lagged behind the MOCVD grown devices. The first room temperature
PAMBE grown pulsed lasers97 were demonstrated in 2005, which is nine years later than the
MOCVD grown counterpart.7 However, even this achievement is greatly due to the use of ultralow dislocation density GaN substrates.
1.4. Growth of InN and InGaN
Early optical adsorption and transmission data suggested that the band gap of InN was
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about 1.9 eV.98–100 These InN films under investigation were typically grown by sputtering
techniques and thus had poor quality. In the early 2000s, MBE 1,101–105 and MOCVD106,107 started
to be used for InN growth and the crystal quality was eventually improved. The fundamental band
gap of InN was then found to be dramatically smaller than 1.9 eV. Although the exactness is still
under debate, new experimental values of the InN band gap are around 0.64 eV. 1,18
This revision of the band gap extends the long wavelength end of the InGaN ternary system
from the visible into infrared range. Remarkably, it covers not only the whole visible spectral range
but also the ~1310 nm and ~1550 nm windows for fiber optic communication systems. InGaN
was proposed to be one of the best candidates for multijunction solar cells for high efficiency light
harvesting,108 and may also work as a light emitter or detector in fiber optic communication
systems.109
To the present date the native GaN substrate is still expensive and most InGaN-based
devices are grown on foreign substrates such as sapphire and SiC. The mismatch of physical and
chemical properties between substrates and GaN epilayers leads to a high dislocation density
between 108 cm-2 to 1010 cm-2. As shown in Figure 1-5, the substrates used in this dissertation had
a dislocation density of ~5×108 cm-2. These dislocations had been shown to be nonradiative
recombination centers by CL investigations.110,111 Nonetheless, InGaN based LEDs and LDs
surprisingly show good performance. It has been evaluated that the diffusion length of minority
carriers is smaller than the average spacing of dislocations in InGaN films and therefore they are
not captured by the dislocations before radiative recombination. 112,113 A widely accepted
explanation for this phenomenon is that there exists localized states caused by indium content
variation and consequently the carriers are trapped by the localized states before they are captured
by dislocations.114
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Figure 1-5. Dislocations in GaN revealed by H3PO4 etching at 200 ○C. (a) and (b) are AFM images
of a depth profile and a phase contrast profile, respectively.
However, the dislocation density must be reduced to further improve the performance of
LEDs and LDs. It has been shown that at high driving current, the quantum efficiency is improved
for both LEDs and LDs grown on low dislocation density substrates. 115 This is because at high
current operation the electrons can flow out of the localized states and be captured by nonradiative
centers. Moreover, low dislocation density was found to dramatically improve lifetime of LDs, 116
which is likely due to the reduction of dislocation-assisted diffusion of point defects and impurities
towards the active region of lasers.117,118
MOCVD has been the main production tool for InGaN-based short wavelength LEDs and
LDs because of the high growth rate as well as the good crystal quality resulting from the high
growth temperatures. However, the indium content in the active layer of these devices is low,
typically smaller than 30%. The growth of high In content InGaN and InN films is still challenging.
The dissociation of InN is thermally activated around 500

○

C for both MBE94,119 and

MOCVD106,107,120 systems, which practically determines the upper bound of InN growth
temperature. For MOCVD systems, the active N species were provided via the pyrolysis of NH 3
gas which requires high growth temperatures typically ~1000 ○C. This temperature contrast makes
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PAMBE the advantageous tool to grow high In content InGaN and InN films because the active N
species are independently provided through a plasma source and thus are not affected by the
growth temperature.
Similar to the MBE GaN growth, the low growth temperature also presents a fundamental
barrier for obtaining high crystal quality for InN. As previously discussed, the optimum
temperature for InN growth should be around 800 ○C, about half of the bulk InN melting
temperature of 1873 ○C.18 The high decomposition rate limits the InGaN film growth temperature
to not much higher than the InN dissociation temperature of 500 ○C, as is shown in Figure 1-6.
Further, the low InGaN growth temperature also deteriorates the quality of GaN and AlGaN films
which are often needed in a real device structure as quantum well barriers or electron blocking
layers.

Figure 1-6. Maximum In content of InGaN films as a function of MBE growth temperature. 121
Another fundamental difficulty for InGaN growth is the phase separation problem. As is
shown in Figure 1-7(a), homogenous alloys are not stable in the region under the spinodal line
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because even small fluctuations in composition lower the free energy and thus could trigger a
phase separation. Between the spinodal and binodal lines, materials are metastable because there
is an energy barrier against small composition fluctuation.122 From Figure 1-7(a), at the typical
InGaN growth temperature between 500 ○C and 600 ○C, the phase separation can be prevented for
In content no more than 20%. This difficulty for high In content incorporation could be alleviated
by strain, which is important since most of the device structures are pseudomorphically grown on
GaN substrates. The theoretical evaluation of strain effect on the spinodal lines by S. Figge et al. 123
is shown in Figure 1-7(b). It can be seen that if the InGaN film is compressively strained, the
spinodal curves are modified in a way that is more favorable for high In content incorporation. The
suppression of phase separation by strain had been experimentally confirmed by comparing the
data of XRD and Raman scattering spectroscopy obtained on strained and relaxed InGaN fims. 124

Figure 1-7. Theoretical spinodal and binodal curves122,125 of fully relaxed InGaN materials (a);
theoretical spinodal curves with different strain states123 (b).
Further, in InGaN epilayers, the In content is often found to be relatively low in the region
close to the substrates, while it becomes higher in the region far away from the interfaces, an
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alloying phenomenon known as “composition pulling122,126” or “lattice latching”. This
phenomenon was found not only in 2D films 126–129 but also in nanowires.130 Due to the lattice
mismatch, the strain has a tendency to prevent the indium incorporation and thus “pulls” the indium
content towards the low In content direction. The strain energy can be relieved by defect generation
when the InGaN film becomes thicker and, thus, the increase of In content in the later stage of
InGaN growth is accompanied by degradation of film quality.
Another alloying problem that causes structural inhomogeneity of InGaN films is the
chemical ordering. The vertical ordering had been implied by observing forbidden XRD peaks 131
and seeing additional diffraction spots in TEM selected area diffraction pattern. 131–133 It was also
directly observed by cross sectional TEM.133 It has been shown that the phase separation and
ordering can coexist in InGaN films, as competing mechanisms for strain relief. 131 It appeared that
for high In content films, the phase separation is more dominant while for low In content films
ordering is more dominant.131 As an extreme case, Z. Wu et al. reported a spontaneous superlattice
formation134 during InGaN growth, as is displayed in Figure 1-8. This structure is only obtained at
specific growth rates and has very long-range order and superior structural quality.

Figure 1-8. TEM images of spontaneously formed superlattice during InGaN growth in ref. 134.
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1.5. The InN/GaN quantum wells
The alloying problems mentioned in the previous section presents major challenges in
developing high quality random InGaN alloys for long wavelength applications. Therefore,
alternative material designs and growth strategies are desired to approach the equivalent band gaps
of InGaN random alloys while bypassing the alloying problems.
The “digital alloys”, superlattices with very short period, had been used in III-V
semiconductor devices to alleviate certain growth difficulties of random alloys. For example, by
changing the Al shutter duty cycle q, pseudo-quaternary digital alloys q(In0.41Ga0.21Al0.38As)+(1q)(In0.66Ga0.34As) were grown to mimic the random alloys.135 This is to avoid the complex
operation of changing group III cell temperatures or use more than one cell of the same species to
achieve a sudden composition profile change.136
The possibility of inserting InN QWs into the GaN matrix had been proposed and
investigated by Yoshikawa et al..137,138 Atomically abrupt quantum wells were confirmed by TEM
cross-sectional measurements even for samples grown as high as 650 ○C and the QW thicknesses
were found to be self-limited to 1 or 2 MLs. Being able to be grown at high temperatures is a
remarkable property since it would also improve the crystal quality of GaN and AlGaN layers,
which are needed in real devices as both barriers and buffers. If the quantum well layers are
coherent InN layers, by varying the GaN barrier thickness the effective In content in digital alloys
could, in principle, reach 100%. More importantly, the alloying problems of random InGaN,
including the composition pulling, phase separation, and vertical chemical ordering, are naturally
circumvented.
The electronic structure of the InN/GaN quantum wells are also promising. First principle
calculations139–141 showed that for a single quantum well the InN thickness of only one monolayer
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is sufficient to lower the band gap into the green region (< 2.2 eV). An exemplary result from ref.
141 is shown in Figure 1-9. The band gap of 2.0 eV is defined as the distance between the
conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence bend maximum (VBM). The spatial misalignment
between the CBM and VBM results from the large internal electric field across the quantum well,
a consequence of large polarization mismatch.

Figure 1-9. The conduction and valence band edge profiles of a 1-ML-InN/9-ML-GaN
superlattice.141
Further increasing the quantum well thickness, thinning the GaN barrier or using InGaN
instead of GaN as barriers, would potentially lead to lower band gap digital alloys for applications
working in long wavelength region beyond green. There are a few preliminary works that
demonstrate this band gap tunability. For example, Lin Zhou et al. 142 showed that
photoluminescence (PL) emissions are affected by the GaN barrier thickness. As another example,
MQWs using InGaN as the barrier material were used as active layers of LEDs by Yuki et al. 143
and the emission peaks were shown to be red-shifted. Moreover, Miao et al. showed that the band
gap of QW would experience a closing-to-reopening transition at a critical InN thickness of ~4
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MLs. This transition would change the band ordering and transform the system into a 2D
topological insulator.144
The actual structure as well as the growth mechanism of these ultra-thin quantum wells is
still under debate and have become a sharp research focus recently. The main confusion comes
from the significantly higher energy of PL emissions. Against the expectation of a single consistent
emission peak, the reported PL data from various groups showed a significant variation, with
emission peak energy ranging from 2.8 eV to 3.3 eV.137,138,142,145–148 One possible reason for this
discrepancy, as is pointed by Miao et al.,139 is that the electrons/holes at CBM/VBM are
recombining locally with holes/electrons since the large internal electric field separate CBM and
VBM wave functions effectively. In ref. 140, it is suggested that the polarization induced electric
field may be screened by the large amount of free carriers, and thus the reduced QCSE leads to
higher PL energy. Recent TEM investigations149,150 point to a third explanation, the nominal InN
wells in fact are a certain form of InGaN. Using TEM, Suski et al. 149 analyzed the c-lattice
expansion in the vicinity of QWs with a 1-ML apparent thickness. An In concentration of 33% in
the QWs was extrapolated. This concentration is reasonably consistent with the PL emission
energy according to the theoretical evaluation in ref. 149 and 139. A more direct TEM
investigation was recently carried out by G. P. Dimitrakopulos et al.. 150 Z-contrast was analyzed
for samples having 1-ML and 2-ML apparent thickness. Although possible indium enrichment was
found in the nearest neighboring layers, the indium content in the central 1-ML and 2-ML QWs
was estimated to be ~0.23 and ~0.33, respectively.
The apparent thickness, 1 ML or 2 MLs, appeared to be specific to the growth conditions.
For instance, Yoshikawa et al. have found that the growth temperature is critical to the maximum
apparent QW thickness. At relatively low growth temperatures (< 650 ○C), careful control of the
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growth process allows the formation of quantum wells with thickness of either 1 ML or 2 MLs,
which demostrate PL emission peak at ~390 nm and ~430 nm, respectively. 151,152 At higher growth
temperatures only 1-ML or fractional-ML thick QW can be formed even with excessive indium
deposition.
Given the complexity of the relationship between growth conditions and QW structural
properties, systematic study of MQWs growth with various growth conditions need to be carried
out to gain insight into growth mechanisms. In this dissertation, we focus on MQW growths at the
two ends of the MQW growth temperature window, 550 ○C and 680 ○C. Through a series of in situ
and ex situ characterizations, the influence of many key growth factors, such as the kinetics of
indium coverage and surface reconstructions, were investigated and plausible growth mechanisms
were proposed.
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Chapter 2: Research methodology
2.1. Background of MBE
Since the early development in late 1960s and early 1970s,153–155 molecular beam epitaxy
has been proven to be a powerful technique to grow a wide variety of high quality crystalline
materials, including III-V, II-VI, Si/Ge, and oxide materials. MBE allows accurate growth rate
control down to sub-monolayer per second level and in situ growth process monitoring by RHEED,
which gives MBE the unique ability to grow epilayers with abrupt change in composition and
doping profiles.
MBE is particularly suitable to study heterostructures where the quantum size effect is
manifesting. A few well known examples which are initially prototyped using MBE are
modulation-doped HEMT,156 heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT),157 and quantum cascade
lasers.158 Advances in growth techniques, such as the vapor-liquid-solid mechanisms (VLS), 159,160
the Stranski-Krastanov growth mode161 and droplet-epitaxy,162 extend the realm of MBE grown
materials into nanostructures with higher dimensions of quantum confinement. Nowadays, MBE
growth of 2D-confined (quantum wires) and 3D-confined (quantum dots) materials are active
research areas.
Moreover, the research in condensed matter physics often put stringent requirements on
material quality and device structural accuracy, which often makes MBE the only viable tool. For
example, employing the modulation doping, the MBE grown GaAs/AlGaAs HEMTs can be
refined to a level that the 2D electron transport is nearly not affected by impurities and interfacial
roughness, in which case the electron-electron correlation is pronounced. 163 The realization of
these high quality devices was a key step164 for the successful observation of the fractional
quantum Hall effect. A more recent example is the experimental realization of the 2D topological
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insulator165,166 based on HgTe/(Hg,Cd)Te quantum wells. To observe the phase transition to
topological insulator, the quantum well thickness on the order of a nanometer was systematically
varied, which can only be achieved using MBE.
2.2. MBE system
The central idea of molecular beam epitaxy is to limit the pressure of the growth
environment to a level that reactants from different sources do not interact with each other before
reaching the substrate, which is heated to proper temperatures to activate adatom migration so that
high quality crystalline epilayers can be grown.
The mean free path, or the average distance a molecule travels between two successive
collisions, should be larger than the distance between sources and the substrate in a MBE chamber
(typically ~20 cm). It has been estimated that, using a typical Ga cell temperature of 1250 K during
growth, the requirement of mean free path would lead to a maximum total gas pressure of ~5.8 ×
10-4 Torr.167
For semiconductor materials, the unintentionally doped impurities must be suppressed
since they may lead to unwanted background carriers and deep levels. For the convenience of
discussion, the pressure is converted into unit of monolayers per second (ML/s), as is shown in
Figure 2-1, according to typical crystal surface site densities in the range of 10 14 to 1015 cm-2 (the
Ga surface site density of (0001) surfaces is 1.14×1015 cm-2). The typical MBE growth rate is on
the order of 1 ML/s, corresponding to a pressure on the order of ~1×10 -6 Torr.168 Therefore, given
that the bulk atomic density for GaN is on the order of 10 23 cm-3, to limit the impurity concentration
to below 1017 cm-3, a very rough estimation of the upper limit of dopant partial pressure is ~10 -12
Torr. Although this evaluation is overly simplified since it assumes that all impurities go into the
material, the necessity of maintaining ultra-high vacuum (UHV) for MBE system is clarified.
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Figure 2-1. Unit convertions in vacuum technology.168
The schematic of a nitride MBE system is shown in Figure 2-2. The whole system consisted
of three connected chambers, namely the load lock chamber, the buffer chamber and the growth
chamber. The main purpose of this design is to minimize the chance that impurities have to get
introduced into the growth chamber. The substrates, carried by a trolley, were loaded into the load
lock chamber first. Since a large amount of chemisorbed and physisorbed gas species up to a few
monolayers could be accumulated on the sample and trolley surface during atmosphere
exposure,168 a preliminary outgas was carried out in the load lock chamber until the pressure was
lowered to ~10-8 Torr. Before being finally loaded into the growth chamber, the sample was
outgassed again in the buffer chamber until the pressure reached ~10 -10 Torr, which was
sufficiently close to the base pressure of the growth chamber. A pumping system consisting of a
turbo molecular pump, an ion pump, and a titanium sublimation pump (TSP) kept the growth
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chamber base pressure on the order of ~10-10 Torr. Prior to sample growth, the cryoshroud of the
growth chamber was filled with liquid nitrogen and effectively became a cryopump, which would
further reduce the growth chamber pressure to the order of 10 -11 Torr.

Figure 2-2. Schematic of nitride MBE system.
During growth, the group III species and the silicon (n-type dopant) were heated in thermal
effusion cells to provide desired beam flux for growth. Since the p-type dopant material Mg had a
very high vapor pressure, a valve cracker cell was used to control the flux. During operation, the
cell was kept at a constant temperature and the beam flux was regulated by a needle valve. Special
cell designs were needed to provide active nitrogen species because N 2 is very stable with a
molecular cohesive energy of 9.8 eV.169 For the PAMBE system used in this study, a radiofrequency (RF) plasma source was used to crack the stable N2 molecules. The switching of the
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molecular beams was controlled by mechanical shutters with a shuttering time on the order of 0.1
s. Therefore, the deposition could be controlled with an accuracy smaller than 0.1 ML.
Thanks to the low growth pressure, a versatile in situ surface characterization instrument,
known as reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED), is generally installed on the MBE
system. As is shown in Figure 2-2, during growth the electron beam from the RHEED gun hits the
sample surface at a grazing angle, and then the reflected/diffracted beams create patterns on a
phosphor screen, which are captured by a CCD camera and then analyzed by software. Because of
the grazing incident angle, the electron beam only penetrates a few monolayers and, thus, there is
rich information about the growth front contained in RHEED images.
2.3. RHEED fundamentals
The ability of in situ surface characterization by RHEED largely differentiates the MBE
from other high-pressure growth techniques such as MOCVD. RHEED has been used to obtain
valuable growth information such as: in situ growth rate, lattice constant of epilayers, symmetry
of surface reconstructions, and growth mode transition. Since RHEED was extensively used in this
research in defining growth parameters, studying surface kinetics and determining surface
adsorbate structures, it is worth revising the working principles of RHEED in this section.
At grazing incident angles (no more than a few degrees), due to the extremely small
penetration depth, the diffraction of the electron beam should be regarded as caused by 2D lattices
rather than 3D lattices. The 2D lattices involved in diffraction contains the top few monolayers of
the bulk material and, in many cases, surface reconstructions.
The diffraction conditions by a 2D lattice is most easily explained using the Ewald sphere,
a conceptual sphere with a radius of the magnitude of the incident electron beam wavevector,
which is illustrated as the gray sphere in Figure 2-3(a). The diffracted beams would produce an
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intensity maxima when the difference between the incident beam wavevector and a diffracted
beam wavevector have a projection on the 2D lattice plane coincide with a reciprocal lattice vector.
This is expressed as
(k m ,n  k i )∥  G

(Equation 2.1)

where G is the collection of all reciprocal space lattice vectors; ki is the wavevectors of the
incident beam; and k m , n are the wavevectors of the diffracted beams, which are indexed by m , n
to be consistent with the position of intensity maxima in Figure 2-3(b).

Figure 2-3. Electron beams scattered by a 2D lattice. (a) Ewald construction of 2D scattering; (b)
the RHEED pattern on the phosphor screen corresponding to (a).
From the side view in Figure 2-3(a), each column of reciprocal space lattice sites defines
an intercepting circle on the Ewald sphere, which is projected onto the RHEED screen as a Laue
zone in Figure 2-3(b). Each RHEED intensity maxima sits on one of the Laue zones. Among these
intensity maximas, a special one is the specular spot labeled as (0,0) in Figure 2-3(b), whose
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direction is along the reflection direction of ki . The diffraction condition is trivially satisfied for
the specular spot because k m ,n  k i is perpendicular to the 2D lattice plane.
A common practice in MBE growth is to use the RHEED intensity oscillation to determine
the in situ growth rate when the growth mode is layer-by-layer. Figure 2-4(a) shows different
stages during the formation of a new atomic layer and their corresponding RHEED intensities. The
RHEED intensity is a function of the surface roughness, and is strongest when the surface is the
smoothest, i.e., when an atomic layer is completed. During growth the adatoms nucleate into 2D
islands, which increases the surface roughness and decreases the RHEED intensity. As the growth
continues, the expanding islands finally coalesce to form a new layer and the RHEED intensity is
expected to return to the same value as defined by the previous complete layer. A continuous
intensity oscillation defined in this manner is thus used to determine the growth rate. However, as
is illustrated in Figure 2-4(b), in real growth there is an overall dampening of the RHEED
oscillations, and eventually the intensity becomes a constant with time. This phenomenon suggests
that the new layer may grow on partially formed layers, which roughens the surface by forming
new steps. Eventually, the surface morphology would reach a steady state, meaning that the
creation and coalescence of steps reach a balance, which is also the moment the intensity becomes
invariant. Further, Due to miscuts or island formation, a real crystal surface is never a smooth
infinite plane but consists of terraces divided by step-edges, which provide energetically favorable
sites for nucleation. Therefore, crystal growth occurs when the adatoms on surfaces are captured
by these step-edges. If this is the dominating growth mechanism, the growth mode is known as the
step-flow growth mode, as is illustrated in Figure 2-4(c). Although the steps move during growth,
the average roughness at any moment during growth is the same, and therefore, no RHEED
intensity oscillation can be observed.
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Figure 2-4. Layer-by-layer (a) and step-flow (c) growth mode and their RHEED intensity evolution
during growth [(b) and (d)].
It should be noted that layer-by-layer and step-flow growth could coexist during growth.
When the adatom migration length is not sufficiently large, the 2D island formation, and thus the
layer-by-layer growth, could occur on the terraces. The transition of growth mode from layer-bylayer to step-flow was observed by Neave et al.,170 when studying GaAs growth on vicinal surfaces.
In ref. 170 the transition is due to thermally activated adatom migration at high growth
temperatures. Moreover, being able to maintain the step-flow growth is a key factor for the success
of the PAMBE growth of III-nitride materials, where, instead of high growth temperatures, liquidlike adlayers plays a key role in enhancing the surface migration.
2.4. III-nitride growth by PAMBE
As was introduced in Chapter 1, PAMBE is inherently a low temperature growth technique
for nitride materials. For instance, the optimum growth temperature for GaN is estimated to be
~1050 ○C, half of the GaN melting temperature.82–86 This temperature cannot be reached during
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PAMBE GaN growth because GaN decomposition begins at ~800 ○C under typical PAMBE
growth pressures.
It is found that the material quality benefits greatly from the surfactant effect of metal
adlayers.89,90,93,94 Therefore, the requirement of high growth temperature is alleviated if the growth
is carried out in the Ga-rich regime, in which the metal/N flux ratio is so high that the surface is
covered by metal adlayers as well as droplets. The surfactant effect may be explained by the
adlayer enhanced lateral diffusion mechanism proposed by J. Neugebauer et al.. 85 The influence
of In adlayers on the adatom diffusion on the GaN(0001) surface is investigated with first principle
calculations. As is shown in Figure 2-5, the energetically favorable sites for N adatoms to stay are
the hollow sites (H3 sites) below the In adlayer, and the diffusion barrier is the smallest if the
diffusion path passes beneath the In atoms. Therefore, an effective diffusion channel below the In
adlayer, indicated by the yellow arrows in Figure 2-5, is identified for N adatoms.

Figure 2-5. N diffusion channel between a GaN(0001) substrate and an indium adlayer. 85 The
diffusion path is indicated by yellow arrows. The blue, gray and red colors denote nitrogen, gallium
and indium atoms respectively. The inset is the side view of the GaN substrate and In adlayer.
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Although growth can be easily set in the droplet regime by using a large metal flux, the
metal flux overpressure, if not controlled well, leads to excessive surface droplets accumulation.
It has been shown that there are undesirable morphology variations under droplets. 171 The
unchecked droplets may also lead to the formation of compositionally unknown clusters,
presumably GaNx, which lower the buffer breakdown voltage for HEMT devices. 12 More relevant
to this work, for multiple quantum well or superlattice growth, the left-over droplets after each
quantum well growth cycle give a different initial growth condition for the next growth cycle, and
thus may cause structural nonuniformity among quantum wells.
As a result, the most ideal growth scenario for III-nitride materials is that the metal/N flux
ratio is adjusted to a point that the dynamically stable metal adlayers, e.g., 2.3 MLs for GaN, are
maintained while no 3D droplets are accumulating. In other words, the metal flux is at the boundary
between Ga-rich and intermediate regimes (see Figure 1-4(a)). In reality, such an optimum flux
cannot be defined for the entire sample surface. This is because the optimum flux is sensitive to
temperature and a uniform temperature profile over the whole sample surface is hard to obtain.
Therefore, a slight Ga/flux overpressure is used to ensure a good surface morphology uniformity
over the whole sample surface while avoiding excessive droplets accumulation. In routine growth,
this slight metal-rich condition is found by tracking the RHEED intensity transient.
Without loss of generality, the procedure to find the optimum growth condition discussed
in this section is based on GaN growth and can be straightforwardly extended to AlN and InN
growth. Figure 2-6 shows a typical RHEED intensity evolution before, during, and after metalrich GaN growth at the growth temperature of ~790 ○C. Once the N and Ga shutter were opened
at t 0 , the RHEED intensity began to drop from a stable value corresponding to a completely dry
GaN surface. It initially dropped drastically and then reached a relatively stable phase after t 1 .
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The fast drop was mainly due to the buildup of ~2.3 ML Ga adlayers which were liquid-like and
attenuated the RHEED intensity drastically. 3D droplets started to form following the ~2.3 ML
adlayers with a resulting weaker shadowing effect and, thus, the intensity during this stage
appeared to be roughly stable.172 After the N and Ga shutters were closed at t 2 , there was a delay
before the intensity onset at t 3 . During this stage the desorption only reduced the size of the
droplets while the ~2.3 ML adlayers remained intact. This was because the droplets compensated
the loss from liquid-like adlayers at a very fast rate.172 Finally, the remaining ~2.3 ML adlayers
started to desorb after t 3 and the RHEED intensity was eventually returned to the level
corresponding to a dry GaN surface.

Figure 2-6. RHEED intensity evolution of Ga-rich GaN growth (a); Ga cell temperature as a
function of droplets desorption time t3  t2 (b).
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As shown in Figure 2-6(b), the droplet desorption time t3  t 2 showed a good linear
relationship with the Ga cell temperature for a fixed growth time t2  t0 . Following this assumption,
the linear interpolation of Ga cell temperatures to when the droplet desorption time vanished
corresponds to the Ga flux 0 that would build ~2.3-ML Ga adlayers during the GaN growth time.

0 determined with this method lies in the Ga-rich regime and is generally larger than the ideal
flux b at the boundary between intermediate and Ga-rich regimes. Obviously, it takes a longer
time to build the same ~2.3-ML Ga adlayers if a smaller Ga flux is used. As a result, the extracted

0 would be closer to b if a longer growth time t2  t0 is used. At the GaN buffer growth
temperatures ~790 ○C used in this research, the Ga flux 0 was routinely obtained using a growth
time t2  t0 of 30 s. The 0 extracted this way kept most of the sample surface in the Ga-rich
regime without excessive droplet accumulation.
At low growth temperatures, the desorption time would be unreasonably long since the
thermal desorption rate of Ga is slow. In this case, the procedure to extract 0 could be modified
such that only the Ga shutter was closed at the moment t 2 while the nitrogen shutter was still left
open. Therefore, the surface Ga accumulation was consumed by GaN growth instead of thermal
desorption. In this case the RHEED intensity recovery behavior is still very similar to that shown
in Figure 2-6(a), and the time to consume droplets t3  t 2 also has a good linear relationship with
Ga cell temperatures. Therefore, 0 was extracted in a similar manner to the high temperature
growths.
Further, the GaN growth diagram was obtained using the above mentioned procedure and
is shown in Figure 2-7. The Ga flux b at the boundary of the Ga-rich regime is approximated by
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0 since a large growth time of 100 s was used. b can be fitted nicely using89
 Ea 
  N
 kBT 

b  A exp 

(Equation 2.2)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant; Ea  2.57 eV ; A  1.00  105 Torr ; and the effective
nitrogen flux  N  1.09  10 7 Torr . When the temperature is low (< ~675 ○C), the desorption of
Ga becomes negligible and the Ga-rich regime boundary b is essentially the same as the effective
nitrogen flux  N .

Figure 2-7. GaN growth diagram.
2.5. The eight-band k.p method
2.5.1. Bulk materials
The electron Hamiltonian taking into account the spin-orbit interaction is
H

p2

 V (r ) 
(σ  V )  p
2m0
4m02 c 2
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(Equation 2.3)

where m 0 is the electron rest mass; c is the speed of light; and the components of σ (  x ,  y
and  z ) are Pauli matrices. Due to the translational symmetry of the crystals, the wave function
of an energy eigen state has a general form (Bloch theorem)

 k (r )  e ikr uk (r )

(Equation 2.4)

where unk (r) is a periodic function with the lattice periodicity and k is a wavevector in the first
Brillouin zone. Applying the Hamiltonian on Eq. 2.4, the energy eigenvalue problem can be
rearranged to be
H ( k )u k ( r )  E ( k ) u k ( r )

(Equation 2.5)

where E(k) is an energy eigenvalue. Here H(k) can be written explicitly as173,174
2 k 2 
H (k )  H 0 

k  p  H SO
2m0 m0

(Equation 2.6)

where
H0 

p2
 V (r )
2m0

(Equation 2.7)

and the spin-orbit interaction energy operator is
H SO 


( σ  V )  p
4m02c 2

(Equation 2.8)

The central idea of the k.p theory is to use a small set of basis functions to approximate the
energy dispersion in the vicinity of the Brillouin zone center. For wurtzite materials, the
conduction band and the valence band can be treated simultaneously by employing the following
eight zone-center (k = 0) states

 S, ,

S, , X ,  , Y , , Z , , X , , Y , , Z ,



(Equation 2.9)

where the first two s-like states are the conduction band edge states and the rest six p-like zone36

center states are energetically close to the valence band edge. To maximally diagonalize the
Hamiltonian, the following new basis states were used
1
1

 1  iS ,  , 2  2 X  iY ,  , 3  2 X  iY ,  , 4  Z , 

 5  iS ,  , 6  1 X  iY ,  , 7  1 X  iY ,  , 8  Z , 

2
2







(Equation 2.10)

The Hamiltonian matrix, H 88 , can then be written as
H 88  H 1  H L  H strain

(Equation 2.11)

H1 is obtained by treating the eight basis functions as a complete set where its entries are
of the form H ij1  i H j
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(Equation 2.12)
where k   k x  ik y ; S H 0 S  Ec is the conduction band edge; 1 is the crystal field splitting
energy such that
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X H 0 X  Y H 0 Y  Ev  1

(Equation 2.13)

Z H 0 Z  Ev

(Equation 2.14)

and

Further,  2   3   SO / 3 is originated from the spin-orbit interaction. If rewriting the
spin-orbit interaction operator in terms of the Pauli matrices, then
H SO  H sx x  H sy y  H sy z

(Equation 2.15)

X H sz Y  Y H sx Z  Z H sy X   i  SO / 3

(Equation 2.16)

and  SO is defined as

The non-vanishing momentum matrix elements lead to the definition of P1 and P2

i
S pz Z
m0

(Equation 2.17)

i
i
S py Y 
S px X
m0
m0

(Equation 2.18)

P1 
and

P2 

Further, the influence of remote energy bands other than the eight dominant bands was
folded into the matrix HL using the Löwdin perturbation theory.173,175,176 If C is the collection of
the eight basis functions and R is the collection of all the remote bands, then for m, n  C

H mr H rn
rR E  H rr

L
H mn


(Equation 2.19)

Considering that173,177

H mr  m H (k ) r  m



kp r  k m p r
m0
m0
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(Equation 2.20)

L
the entries of H mn
consists of second order terms in k, given by

H

L
mn

2

2m02



rR
 ,  { x , y , z }




pmr
prn  pmr
prn
k k 
E  H rr

(Equation 2.21)

Finally, the strain effect for epilayers grown along the [0001] direction can be introduced
by modifying the diagonal line of H 88 173 and, thus, H strain is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal
line
[ AcS , HS , HS , PS , AcS , HS , HS , PS ]

(Equation 2.22)

These entries are defined as173,178,179
 PS  D1 zz  D2 ( xx   yy )

QS  D3 zz  D4 ( xx   yy )

 HS  PS  QS
 AcS  acz zz  act ( xx   yy )


(Equation 2.23)

where  xx ,  yy and  zz are strains; a cz and a ct are deformation potentials for the conduction
band; and D 1 to D 4 are deformation potentials related to the valence band.
2.5.2. Heterostructures
For heterostructures, the k.p theory is based on the envelop function expansion method
developed by Burt.180–182 Assuming U n (r ) is a set of complete and orthogonal functions that have
the crystal lattice periodicity, then a wavefunction is expanded as

 (r )   Fn (r )U n (r )
n

(Equation 2.24)

where Fn (r ) are the corresponding envelop functions of U n (r ) . If  (r ) is an energy eigen
function, inserting Eq. 2.24 into Schrödinger’s equation leads to
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 2 2

  V (r )  (r )  E (r )

 2 m0


(Equation 2.25)

Expanding both sides of Eq. 2.25 in terms of basis functions U n (r ) , a set of coupled
integro-differential equations of only the envelop functions is obtained
2 2
i 
 Fn (r )  
p nm  Fm (r )    dr ' H nm (r, r ') Fm (r ')  EFn (r )
2m0
m m0
m

(Equation 2.26)

where
1


 p nm  V UC U n (r )pU m (r )

p2

T  1
U
(
r
)
U m (r )
 nm V UC n
2
m

0
 H (r , r ')  T  (r  r ')  V (r , r ')
nm
nm
 nm
1

ik ( r  r ')
  (r  r ')    e
kFBZ

(Equation 2.27)

where V and  are volumes of the unit-cell in real and reciprocal spaces.
The treatment of Vnm (r , r ') is sophisticated and the detailed analysis can be found in ref.
182. Although Eq. 2.26 is an exact expression, the last integration term on the left-hand side brings
difficulties for the implementation of a numerical solver. In ref. 182, Burt argued that if the envelop
functions are slowly varying the non-local parts of the term Vnm (r , r ') can be ignored and thus Eq.
2.26 is modified into
2 2
i 
 Fn (r )  
p nm  Fm (r )   H nm (r )Fm (r )  EFn (r )
2m0
m m0
m

(Equation 2.28)

where Hnm (r) are the local energy matrix elements with respect to U n (r ) and U m ( r ) .
Further, to build a practical theory using a limited number of basis functions, Fn are
separated into two groups in the spirit of Löwdin perturbation theory. 173,175,176 The dominant bands
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are labeled with C, while all other bands are labeled with R (remote bands). Using the slow-varying
property of envelop functions, a remote band Fr (r ) can be approximated in terms of the dominant
bands as

 i

Fr (r )  ( E  H rr ) 1  
p rs '  Fs ' (r )  H rs ' (r ) Fs ' (r ) 
s '  m0


(Equation 2.29)

where the index s '  C and r  R . Inserting Eq. 2.29 back into Eq. 2.28 and neglecting the
nonsignificant terms leads to181,183
2
2m0

   

(r)
ss '

s'

(r )  Fs ' (r ) 

i 

p ss '  Fs ' (r )   H ss(2)' (r )Fs ' (r )  EFs (r )
s ' m0
s'

(Equation 2.30)

where s  C and H ss(2)' (r ) can be understood as energy matrix elements corrected to the second
order using perturbation theory

H ss(2)' (r)  H ss ' (r)  
r

H sr (r) H rs ' (r)
E  H rr (r)

(Equation 2.31)

 ss( r') (r ) in Eq. 2.30 represents the interaction between dominant bands and the remote
bands and can be regarded as the generalized effective mass tensor 181

 ss( r') (r)  I ss '  
r

2 psr prs '
m0 E  H rr (r)

(Equation 2.32)

Therefore, the first term in Eq. 2.30 can be re-written explicitly to be
2 2
 Fs (r ) 
2 m0


s ', r

 ,  { x , y , z }

p sr p rs '
2

  Fs ' ( r )

m02
E  H rr (r )

(Equation 2.33)

For bulk crystals, quantities such as  ss( r') (r ) and H rr (r ) are position-independent and it is
easy to see that Fn (r ) has the form An ( k ) e ik r . In this case one can find
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k̂  i  k

(Equation 2.34)

Therefore, from the similarity between Eq. 2.33 and Eq. 2.21, it is easy to see that Eq. 2.30
can be reduced to the spinless version of the bulk k.p Hamiltonian. For heterostructures where the
translational symmetry is broken at least in one dimension, quantities such as H rr (r ) become
position-dependent and thus the ordering of differential operators in Eq. 2.33 becomes relevant. It
is worth noting that the theoretical analysis of correct operator ordering is an essential feature of
Burt’s envelop function theory. Traditional envelop function theories typically use ad hoc operator
orderings to keep the hermicity of the Hamiltonian or to maintain numerical stability. This lacks
physical stand ground and may lead to erroneous results.183
The eight-band k.p Hamiltonian based on the basis states in Eq. 2.10 is organized in a
matrix form144,183,184
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(Equation 2.35)

Entries, such as F and W, may contain terms with the ordering kˆ (r )kˆ , where  (r ) is a
position dependent quantity. The effect of the dagger operator is seen from the example

( kˆz (r )kˆ )†  kˆ (r ) kˆz

(Equation 2.36)

where kˆ  kˆx  ikˆy . For quantum wells, the translational symmetry are still valid in the directions
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perpendicular to the growth direction (z), therefore the envelop function can be written as

Fn (r )  f n ( z )e

ik  r

(Equation 2.37)

As a result, for quantum wells grown along the z direction

ˆ

 k x  i x  k x


ˆ
 ky
 k y  i
y

ˆ

 k z  i
z
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(Equation 2.38)

Chapter 3: InN/GaN MQW growth at 680 ○C
3.1. Introduction
High growth temperature is not only favorable for InGaN crystal quality, but also necessary
to obtain high quality GaN and AlGaN layers, which are often used as barrier or electron blocking
layers in real devices. Due to the severe decomposition at high growth temperatures, the tradeoff
between indium incorporation and growth temperature turns out to be one of the fundamental
limiting factors for high quality InGaN growth.
A remarkable property of the InN/GaN MQWs is that they can be grown at a temperature
even higher than 650 ○C.137,138,142,151,152 If the periodicity is properly designed, the band gap of
these high temperature grown InN/GaN MQWs/SLs can be tuned to be equivalent to random
InGaN alloys with arbitrarily high In content. Other than the superior crystal quality due to the
high growth temperature, the phase separation of InGaN random alloys could be bypassed if the
active layers of QWs are pure InN.
Due to the potential superior crystal quality, this chapter focuses on MBE growth of
InN/GaN QWs at a high growth temperature of 680 ○C. To understand the growth mechanisms in
the high temperature range, special attentions must be paid to the following issues.
Indium desorption: Being able to accurately control the surface indium coverage is crucial
to understand the QW growth mechanisms. However, the indium coverage is hard to control
because the indium desorption becomes pronounced when the substrate temperature is higher than
~650 ○C. As a result, to compensate the indium desorption an indium overdose to much larger than
2 MLs is generally needed to ensure the maximum indium incorporation in the QWs. 137,138 Further,
the indium desorption is a complex issue since it is not only a function of substrate temperature
but also has a dependence on the coverage. Using RHEED as the investigation tool, E. Monroy et
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al.185 had identified the existence of dynamically stable indium coverage up to ~1.7 ML on the
GaN and AlGaN surfaces, similar to the well known autosurfactant Ga adlayers on GaN
surfaces.91,92,186 A quantitative relationship between the dynamically stable indium coverage and
the desorption rate was also established. However, during the growth of the nominal InN quantum
wells the active nitrogen flux is also irradiating the sample surfaces and how the coverage and
desorption rates are changed in this more realistic growth scenario is less studied. The difference
had been noticed by Yoshikawa et al..187 Employing in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry, they have
observed that the ~2-ML thick indium adlayer desorbs faster under active nitrogen irradiation.
Surface reconstruction: It is widely observed that a “1×3” RHEED pattern quickly appears
if indium is co-deposited with active nitrogen on a GaN or InGaN surface. The “1×3” and the “1×1”
RHEED patterns viewed along the [1 100] azimuth are compared in Figure 3-1. The “1×3”
RHEED pattern is traditionally attributed to an In and N-containing surface structure with a
( 3  3 ) R 30 symmetry (Figure 3-2(a)). However, recent theoretical investigation by

Lymperakis et al.188 suggests that the “1×3” RHEED pattern is produced by a more energetically
favorable (2 3  2 3 ) R 30 reconstruction (Figure 3-2(b)). Considering that the amount of indium,
1/3 ML and 1/4 ML contained in the ( 3  3 ) R 30 and (2 3  2 3 ) R 30 reconstructions,
respectively, reasonably coincides with the indium concentrations of 25-29% found by TEM
investigation149, it is tempting to think that the entire surface reconstruction was frozen into the
QWs. Such a claim was first made by Chèze et al. 148 based solely on the observation that a 3×
diffraction pattern appeared on the RHEED screen during the InN QW deposition. In a later TEM
investigation, the 3× ordering of indium atoms along the [1120] direction in the 1-ML thick
quantum wells was observed.
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Figure 3-1. The 1×1 (a) and ( 3  3 ) R 30 (b) RHEED patterns viewed along the [1 100]
azimuth.189

Figure 3-2. The schematics of the ( 3  3 ) R 30 (a) and the (2 3  2 3 ) R 30 (b) surface
reconstructions. The unit cells are indicated by blue lines; the Bravais lattice of GaN(0001) planes
is indicated by the black dots; and the arrangement of In atoms is labeled by red circles.
3.2. Growth
The material growths were performed using a Veeco Gen II plasma-assisted MBE
(PAMBE) system (Veeco, Plainview, NY, USA) on iron-doped semi-insulating GaN templates
(Kyma, Raleigh, NC, USA). The back side of the GaN templates were coated with a ~1-µm thick
Ti film to improve the heating uniformity. The system was equipped with a Veeco UNI-Bulb radio
frequency (RF) plasma source to generate active N species. For all experiments, the combination
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of the RF power of 350 W and nitrogen flow of 0.5 sccm was used to ensure a constant active
nitrogen flux which leads to a low temperature GaN growth rate121 of 0.26 ML/s.
The indium flux of 0.26 ML/s in this work was calibrated at a growth temperature of 350
○

C by finding the stoichiometric InN growth conditions, meaning that the active nitrogen flux was

equal to the indium flux. This particular InN growth temperature was chosen because it was low
enough that both InN decomposition and indium desorption were negligible. 94 It is worth pointing
out that the unit “ML/s” and “ML” used for indium flux and coverage are defined with respect to
the Ga-surface site density.
Prior to RHEED investigations and MQW growth, a high temperature GaN buffer was
grown at ~770 ○C in a Ga-rich condition to ensure good morphology and crystal quality. After
buffer growth, the residual surface droplets were desorbed by annealing the sample at the buffer
growth temperature with nitrogen flux shuttered. Then the samples were cooled to target
temperatures for RHEED investigations or MQW growth.
3.3. The existence of dynamically stable indium coverage
The dynamically stable surface In coverages gives unique opportunity to study the indium
adsorption/desorption kinetics by analyzing RHEED intensity transients. In order to demonstrate
the existence of the dynamically stable indium coverage, a constant indium flux of 0.28 ML/s was
used to impinge the GaN surface at a growth temperature of 710 ○C. The deposition time was
varied and for each deposition time the RHEED intensity was recorded to analyze the indium
adsorption and desorption behavior.
A full RHEED intensity evolution before, during, and after indium deposition was plotted
in Figure 3-3(a). The dampening of RHEED intensity is due to the adsorption of liquid-like indium
coverage. After shuttering the flux, the RHEED intensity eventually recovered to its original level,
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which indicated the complete desorption of indium coverage. The RHEED intensity recovery
curves without/with active nitrogen irradiation are summarized in Figure 3-3(b)/Figure 3-3(c).
Here the desorption time is defined as the time interval between closing the In shutter (t = 0) and
the time when 80% of the fully recovered intensity was reached. These are indicated by the dotted
lines in Figure 3-3(b) and Figure 3-3(c).

Figure 3-3. (a) The full RHEED intensity evolution corresponding to deposition time of 100 s on
the ( 3  3 ) R 30 surface; RHEED intensity transients after In deposition with various deposition
times on the (b) GaN 1×1 surface and (c) ( 3  3 ) R 30 surface. The substrate temperature was
710 ○C and the In flux was 0.28 ML/s. The dotted line indicates 80% of fully recovered intensity.
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The main result from Figure 3-3(b) and Figure 3-3(c) is that the desorption time and the
shape of recovery curves become independent of the deposition time when the indium irradiation
is long enough (> 20 s). The identical recovery curves indicate that before closing the indium
shutter there was identical indium coverage on the surfaces. Since this coverage is not increasing
with time during indium irradiation, it can be concluded that the impinging rate and desorption
rate were the same and, therefore, the coverage was dynamically stable.
3.4. Quantitative determination of the dynamically stable coverage
A method based on analyzing the desorption time is used here to study the relationship
between the indium surface coverage and the desorption rate.185 Without impinging flux, the
indium coverage was decaying with time only due to desorption, as is shown in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4. Schematic of the decay of indium surface coverage due to desorption.
Then at a given time t the desorption rate  d (t ) can be expressed as

 d (t ) 

dc
dt

(Equation 3.1)
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As a result
c( )  c(t )  


dc
d     d ( ) d 
t
d



t

(Equation 3.2)

Since the indium coverage would be completely desorbed if the desorption time was
sufficiently long, or c()  0 , then
c (t ) 




t

 d ( ) d 

(Equation 3.3)

To this point, it can be seen that if the desorption rate  d ( t ) is known, the desorption curve

c(t ) can be obtained. From the last section, it is known that for a dynamically stable coverage,
the desorption rate d has the same magnitude as the indium flux  i

 d   i

(Equation 3.4)

Then Eq. 3.3 can be rewritten as
c(t ) 



t



 i ( ) d 

(Equation 3.5)

In a real calculation the integration is replaced by a Riemann sum


c ( t )    i d     i ( tn ) tn    i ( tn )( tn 1  tn )
t

n

n

(Equation 3.6)

where tn  (tn , tn 1 ) . Experimentally, the desorption time, tD, is the measured quantity. From
Figure 3-4 then, it is obvious that
( tnD1  tnD )   ( tn 1  tn )

(Equation 3.7)

c(t )    i (tn )(tnD1  tnD )

(Equation 3.8)

Finally,

n

It worth noting that both indium flux  i and desorption time tD were obtained from
experiments, and thus the indium coverage c(t) is determined experimentally.
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Two sets of indium adsorption and desorption experiments were performed at 680 ○C. For
the first set, the nitrogen was not introduced into the growth chamber while for the second set the
sample surface was under constant active nitrogen irradiation. Also, for the first set the surface
gave an unconstructed 1×1 RHEED pattern throughout the whole experiment. In the latter, a
( 3  3 ) R 30  RHEED pattern quickly appeared as long as the indium shutter was open.

For both surfaces, the specular spot RHEED intensity was monitored along the [1 100]
azimuth. To maximally eliminate the uncertainty brought by temperature nonuniformity, the two
sets of experiments were performed on the same sample successively. In addition, the sample was
not rotated throughout the whole experiment to ensure that the electron beam from the RHEED
gun was hitting the same position on sample surface all the time.
Special attention must be paid to the deposition times to ensure that the indium surface
coverage already reached a steady state before they were measured. Specifically, for experiments
on the GaN 1×1 surface, a very large deposition time of 1000 s was chosen when the flux was
smaller than 0.02 ML/s. The deposition time of 500 s was found to be sufficient in the flux range
between 0.02 ML/s and 0.044 ML/s. For higher fluxes, the deposition time was 100 s. A constant
indium deposition time of 100 s was found to be long enough for all fluxes used for experiments
on the ( 3  3 ) R 30 surface. Also, the active nitrogen flux was hitting the sample surface for the
purpose of simulating the real growth scenario of InN/GaN MQWs. A question that may arise is
whether it is appropriate to treat the GaN surface with a ( 3  3 ) R 30 reconstruction as a stable
surface like the unreconstructed GaN 11 surface, since the ( 3  3 ) R 30  reconstruction is
decaying itself. This is valid at the growth temperature of 680 ○C due to the exceptional stability
of the ( 3  3 ) R 30 reconstruction. This point will be elucidated in detail in the discussion of
Figure 3-7.
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The RHEED intensity recovery curves are shown in Figure 3-5(a) and Figure 3-5 (b). The
indium shutter was closed at time = 0 s. Since the intensity transition to the final plateau, indicating
complete desorption of indium, is not sharp, the moments when the 80% of the intensity plateau
was reached were defined as the recovery times.

Figure 3-5. The RHEED intensity recorded during the desorption of dynamically stable indium
coverages stablized under various fluxes on a (a) GaN 1×1 surface and (b) ( 3  3 ) R 30
surface.189 The desorption times of flux windows with nearly constant desorption time are labeled
by black dotted lines.
In both Figure 3-5(a) and Figure 3-5(b) there are flux windows in which the desorption
time are nearly constant. A main difference is that there are two such windows in Figure 3-5(a)
while only one can be found in Figure 3-5(b). Similar to Figure 3-3(a), for the higher flux window
in Figure 3-5(a) the desorption is a two-stage process. The duration of the first stage just after the
shutter closing is much shorter and the intensity rises at a much higher speed. However, in the
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lower stable flux window of Figure 3-5(a), the faster recovery stage is missing and only the slow
recovery stage is observed. In sharp contrast, the recovery curves in the one stable flux window of
Figure 3-5(b) appeared to be featureless. Nonetheless, for the highest flux of 0.42 ML/s, there
appeared a delay before the onset of RHEED intensity recovery for experiments on both the GaN
1×1 and ( 3  3 ) R 30 surfaces. This was the signature of droplet accumulation and the delay
was the time needed to desorb these droplets.
Using the method introduced in the last section,185 the dynamically stable indium coverage
was calculated as a function of indium flux and plotted in Figure 3-6(a). The indium coverage
increased with the flux in a step-like manner on the GaN 1×1 surface. It increased smoothly at the
beginning and eventually reached a plateau of 1 ML. This coverage was maintained until the flux
reached 0.081 ML/s. It then jumped to another plateau of 2-ML abruptly and remained stable as
long as the indium flux was below 0.34 ML/s. Beyond this critical value, the indium coverage
increased with flux without bounds because droplets started to form, which corresponded to the
delayed RHEED intensity recovery in Figure 3-5(a). These observations are in good agreement
with the results in ref. 185.

Figure 3-6. (a) Indium surface coverage at 680 ○C as a function of impinging indium flux on a
GaN 1×1 surface and ( 3  3 ) R 30 surface. (b) The decay of indium surface coverage due to
desrorption on a GaN 1×1 surface and ( 3  3 ) R 30 surface.189
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By comparing with the flux dependence of recovery curves in Figure 3-5(a), it is
immediately clear that on the GaN 1×1 surface, indium fluxes in the high and low stable flux
window would stabilize 2-ML and 1-ML indium coverage, respectively. The fast desorption was
due to the indium adlayer on the top, while the slow desorption was due to the adlayer that was
directly sitting on the GaN surface.
As shown by the red curve in Figure 3-5(a), the dynamically stable indium coverage had a
very different behavior on the ( 3  3 ) R 30 surface. The main difference was the lack of the 1ML flux plateau. The coverage started to be discernable at the flux of ~0.056 ML/s, and then
eventually reached a relatively stable level of ~2 MLs at the flux of ~0.18 ML/s. However, the
onset of droplets accumulation occurred at the same flux of 0.34 ML/s as is seen on the GaN 1×1
surface.
It should be noted that the method used in this study to extract the indium coverage only
works for the dynamically stable coverage. This is because when the droplets start to accumulate
the condition  d   i (Eq. 3.4) is not satisfied. However, considering that droplets accumulation
means the incoming flux is larger than the desorption rate (  i   d ), the calculated indium
coverage in the droplet accumulation flux regime can be regarded as the upper bound of the real
coverage. An important observation is that the two curves are nearly overlapping when droplets
start to accumulate. This strongly suggests that the indium desorption was not affected by the
active nitrogen flux any more as long as the formation of top indium adlayer was completed.
With the data in Figure 3-6(a), the decaying curves of indium coverage without impinging
flux, corresponding to the schematic in Figure 3-4, was reconstructed and shown in Figure 3-6(b).
Due to the smaller y-axis scale in Figure 3-6(b), it is noticeable that the decay starts from a value
of ~2.4 MLs instead of exactly 2 MLs. This extra indium accumulation resulted in the small but
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discernible increase of indium coverage in the 2-ML plateau in Figure 3-6(a). A similar increase
had been noticed in RHEED190 and spectroscopic ellipsometry191 investigations of indium adlayers
on GaN 1×1 surfaces. In ref. 191, it was proposed that for both the bottom and top indium adlayer,
a critical amount of nucleation is needed to trigger the 2D film growth. Thus, it is reasonable to
speculate that the extra ~0.4 ML indium is the critical nucleation coverage for 3D droplet formation.
Based on Figure 3-6(b), the desorption rate of the individual indium adlayers on the GaN
1×1 surface and ( 3  3 ) R 30  surface can be roughly compared. For the convenience of
discussion, tDn ,1 and tDn ,2 are used to denote the decaying time during which the indium coverage
decreased from ~2 MLs to 1 ML and from 1 ML to 0 ML, where the upper index n = 1, 2 labels
the GaN 1×1 surface and the ( 3  3 ) R 30 surface. Then it is found that the desorption rates of
the top adlayer were quite close ( t1D1 / tD2 1  1.2 ), while the desorption of the bottom layer on the
1
2
( 3  3 ) R 30  surface was drastically faster ( tD 2 / tD 2  6.6 ). Combined with the fact that before

droplet accumulation, the two surfaces had identical indium coverage (~2.4 ML) and identical
desorption rates (0.34 ML/s), it can be inferred that when the bottom layer was completely sealed
by another indium adlayer, the adsorption/desorption kinetics were completely determined by the
top adlayer.
The desorption behaviors of the two indium adlayers in the temperature range between 650
○

C to 700 ○C were compared in Figure 3-7. Since the stable flux window has a dependence on

temperature,185 the indium fluxes used to stabilize the 2-ML In coverage were tested individually
for each temperature. Here the flux of 0.14 ML/s, 0.28 ML/s, and 0.28 ML/s was used for 650 ○C,
680 ○C, and 700 ○C, respectively.
For the GaN 1×1 surface, the specular spot RHEED intensity was monitored and the
results are shown in Figure 3-7(a). Since the two desorption stages are clearly defined for all three
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curves, the desorption time tD for each adlayer could be easily measured. From the Arrhenius plot
of 1/ t D in the inset of Figure 3-7(a), the activation energies of 2.91±0.07 eV and 2.67±0.02 eV
for the bottom and top adlayers, respectively, were obtained. These activation energies agree well
with those reported in ref. 185 (2.7 eV, 2.7 eV) and ref. 191 (2.64 eV and 2.53 eV), with RHEED
and spectroscopic ellipsometry as the investigation tools, respectively.

Figure 3-7. (a) Normalized specular spot/streak RHEED intensity transients caused by the
desorption of two In adlayers on a GaN 1×1 surface at 650 ○C, 680 ○C and 700 ○C. (b) Normalized
RHEED intensity transients of 1/3 order streak caused by the desorption of two In adlayers and
the decay of the ( 3  3 ) R 30 reconstruction at 650 ○C, 680 ○C and 700 ○C. The Arrhenius plots
of the inverse desorption times 1/ t D of indium adlayers and the inverse of decaying life time 1 / 
of the ( 3  3 ) R 30 reconstruction are plotted in the insets in (a) and (b).189
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For the ( 3  3 ) R30 surface, the 1/3 order streak is a better choice for RHEED intensity
monitoring since it is not only sensitive to the desorption of indium adlayers and droplets, but also
sensitive to the decay of the surface reconstruction. As shown in Figure 3-7(b), the initial rise of
RHEED intensity was due to the desorption of the liquid-like indium adlayers. An exponential
decay followed because of the thermal decomposition of the surface reconstruction. Since there is
no two-stage feature for the rising part, the desorption time tD of the two monolayers can only be
measured together, which leads to a combined activation energy of 2.46±0.06 eV.
The decaying part can be nicely fitted assuming a single exponential decay
I (t )  A exp( t /  )  B

(Equation 3.9)

The fitted data yields an activation energy of 1 /  of 2.94±0.05 eV. The validity of treating
the ( 3  3 ) R 30 surface as stable, similar to the GaN 1×1 surface is justified by comparing tD
and  . At the temperature of 680 ○C,  is found to be 267.8 s, vastly larger than two indium
adlayer desorption time, tD = 24.5 s.
3.5. Sample growth
In order to study the influence of indium flux and coverage on the formation of InN
quantum wells, five samples with different combinations of indium flux and deposition time were
grown at 680 ○C. The sample structure is shown in Figure 3-8(b). For each sample, ten InN
quantum wells were grown on a high temperature grown GaN buffer. A 15-nm thick GaN spacer
was inserted after each nominal InN active layer growth except that the last InN layer was capped
by a 5-nm thin GaN capping layer. The growth procedure, along with the transition of RHEED
patterns, is represented in Figure 3-8(a). The nitrogen shutter was kept open throughout the whole
growth, while the growth of both the InN well and GaN spacer were controlled by simply opening
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the metal shutters. Because of the lagging time of the mechanical shutters, a growth interruption
(GI) of 1 s was inserted after each InN layer growth to prevent co-deposition of Ga and In. The
nitrogen flux used in this study led to a GaN growth rate of 0.26 ML/s. At the QW growth
temperature of 680 ○C, the gallium desorption was already nonnegligible and thus a fairly large
Ga flux of ~0.35 ML/s was used for the GaN spacer growth to ensure an actual metal-rich growth
condition for smooth morphology. The growth time for the ~15 nm spacer was 225 s. After the
GaN spacer growth there would be excess gallium droplets on the surface, which, if left unchecked,
would prevent indium incorporation in the next QW growth step due to the preferential
incorporation of gallium.121 Therefore, a second GI of 150 s was used after the GaN spacer growth
to let the active nitrogen consume the excess gallium.

Figure 3-8. (a) The shutter sequence of one InN/GaN growth cycle. The transition of RHEED
patterns during different growth stages are labeled on the top. (b) Sample structure of MQWs
grown at 680 ○C.189
The indium flux, deposition time, as well as the total indium deposition are listed in Table
3-1. The indium flux of 0.28 ML/s for sample I, II and III are within the window of 2-ML stable
indium coverage. For the final two samples, larger indium fluxes in the droplet accumulation
regime were chosen.
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Table 3-1. Summary of growth parameters of InN/GaN MQWs.
Sample

Total In deposition
(ML)

In deposition time
(s)

In Flux
(ML/s)

Sample I

1

3.57

0.28

Sample II

2

7.14

0.28

Sample III

28

100

0.28

Sample IV

47

100

0.47

Sample V

63

100

0.63

The RHEED intensity evolution during the sample growth was recorded and is displayed
in Figure 3-9. For all samples, the RHEED intensity showed a periodic pattern which indicates all
growth cycles experienced identical growth processes. Common to all samples, the RHEED
intensity dropped immediately after the opening of indium shutter (shutter event A in Figure 3-9)
due to the accumulation of liquid-like adlayers. During the GaN spacer growth (between B and C),
although having different shapes initially, the samples all reached a stable intensity before closing
the Ga shutter. The final stable level corresponds to a surface covered by excessive gallium
droplets due to the Ga-rich growth condition intentionally was used, which is evidenced by the
delay before the intensity rise during the second GI (after C in Figure 3-9). When the gallium
droplets were reduced by active nitrogen to a certain critical amount, the intensity starts going up
and finally reached a stable value that was comparable with the level before indium shutter opening
(A). This was because all the surface gallium accumulation was completely incorporated into a
GaN film.
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Figure 3-9. Specular spot RHEED intensity evolutions of the first few InN/GaN growth cycles
viewed along the [1 100] azimuth at 680 ○C.189 The shutter events of opening In shutter, opening
Ga shutter and closing Ga shutter in the first growth cycle are labled as A, B and C.
To analyze the difference in growth between the five samples, the time during the indium
adsorption stage and GaN capping stage are displayed more closely in Figure 3-10, where the
shutter event labels A, B and C have the same definition as in the Figure 3-9. In Figure 3-10(a) all
curves are aligned according to the indium shutter opening time (A). For samples I, II and III with
identical indium fluxes of 0.28 ML/s, the indium coverage finally reached 2 MLs only for sample
III with the longest deposition time of 100 s, which is indicated by the decaying RHEED intensity
finally reaching a final stable level. For samples I and II with shorter deposition times, the RHEED
intensity decline was interrupted by the incoming gallium flux (labeled by B) and, therefore, the
2-ML stable indium coverage was not established before GaN capping. The increase of the
RHEED intensity upon the opening of the Ga shutter was mainly due to the desorption of indium
as well as the adsorption of gallium since gallium has a larger reflectivity to electron beam. 192 This
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increase is possibly enhanced by the RHEED pattern transition from the ( 3  3 ) R 30 to 1×1. For
sample IV and V, the RHEED intensity saturated more quickly than sample III, which was
expected since larger fluxes of 0.47 ML/s and 0.63 ML/s were used. Different from sample III,
there were not only the two indium adlayers, but also droplets buildup on the surface when the
RHEED intensity was saturated since the fluxes were in the droplet accumulation regime.

Figure 3-10. Magnified view of the (a) InN deposition stage and (b) GaN capping stage of the
RHEED intensity evolutions in Figure 3-9.189 In (a), all the curves are aligned according to the In
shutter openning time (A); in (b) all curves are aligned according to the Ga shutter opening time
(B). The definition of shutter events are the same as that in Figure 3-9.
To compare the GaN capping stage, all the RHEED intensity curves were aligned
according to the Ga Shutter opening time (B) in Figure 3-10(b). For all samples, the final stable
level corresponding to a Ga-droplets-covered surface was reached but in drastically different ways.
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As already mentioned in the discussion of Figure 3-10(a), for samples I and II the 2-ML indium
coverage was not reached before GaN capping and the intensity dropping was prematurely
intercepted by the adsorption of Ga adatoms. For the samples III, IV, and V, the intensity all raised
from a relatively low level corresponding to a surface covered by 2 MLs of indium adlayers
(sample III) or 2-ML adlayers plus excess droplets (samples IV and V), and finally reached a
relatively high level dominated by Ga droplets. The recovery times, defined as the time interval
between opening the Ga shutter and the moment that 80 % of the final high level was reached,
were indicated by red dotted lines in Figure 3-10(b). For sample III, the immediate intensity rise
upon closing of the indium shutter was mainly due to the loss of indium from the two indium
adlayers by desorption, which was similar to the desorption behavior in the window of stable
coverage in Figure 3-5(a). It was also enhanced by the RHEED pattern transition from
( 3  3 ) R 30 to 1×1 and the high reflectively of gallium adatoms. The interplay about these

mechanisms is a complex issue and brings features to the recovery curves. However, after all the
indium was gone and gallium accumulation became significant, the intensity reached the high
stable level. Compared to sample III, there was a delay in intensity rise for sample IV, which was
caused by extra time to desorb excess indium droplets accumulation since a larger flux of 0.47
ML/s was used. The delay was even longer for sample V, which was expected since the flux of
0.63 ML/s was also the largest among all samples.
It is important to note that the complete desorption of the indium accumulation before the
second GI was important. This was because, although gallium is preferentially incorporated, when
gallium was about to be fully consumed by the active nitrogen, i.e., the gallium coverage was less
than 1 ML, the InGaN film formation was still possible. The indium flux and GaN growth time
were intentionally designed in this study such that the indium would be completely desorbed
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during the GaN growth. This was evidenced by the final stable RHEED intensity level in Figure
3-10(b), as well as the bright 1×1 RHEED pattern, instead of the In-containing ( 3  3 ) R 30
pattern, at the end of second GI.
3.6. Photoluminescence
Samples I to V were characterized by photoluminescence (PL) measurements and the
results are summarized in Figure 3-11. The experiments were performed at 10 K using a 266 nm
laser excitation, which was focused to spots with a diameter of ~50 µm. The optical signal from
the samples was collected using a liquid nitrogen cooled silicon photodiode array.

Figure 3-11. Normalized PL intensity of InN/GaN MQWs measured at 10 K. 189
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The normalized PL intensities are shown in Figure 3-11. Because only the GaN band edge
emission around 357.8 nm was observed, indium was poorly incorporated in samples I and II,
which had indium coverages below 2 MLs before GaN capping. For sample III, with ~2 MLs
indium coverage when capped, PL emission with wavelength longer than the GaN band edge
emission was observed. However, the PL data also showed a large variation over the sample
surface. Nonetheless, a representative curve is shown in Figure 3-11. Beside the weak band edge
emission, two peaks were found for this specific curve, a stronger one at 370.3 nm and a weaker
one at 376.3 nm. Further, for sample IV and V with excess indium droplets before GaN capping,
consistent but broader peaks around ~375 nm were observed. The peak positions of sample IV and
V agree well with reported values,147,151,152 and it can be concluded that they are originated from
InN quantum wells with an apparent thickness of 1 ML.
3.7. X-ray diffraction
ω-2ѳ scans of the symmetrical (0002) reflection for samples II, IV, and V were carried out
to examine the formation of MQWs and the results are shown in Figure 3-12. The two strongest
peaks on all spectra are from GaN substrates (left) and AlN seeding layers (right). As can be seen,
there is no sign of quantum well formation for sample II with a nominal indium deposition of 2
MLs. This is consistent to the fact that only the GaN band edge PL emission was observed for this
sample. In sharp contrast, for samples IV and V with indium droplets accumulation before the GaN
spacer growth, the sharp Pendellӧsung fringes on both sides of the GaN peak could be observed,
which indicates MQW formation and is consistent with the PL measurements. Moreover, for
sample V, the fringes were less pronounced. This may be attributed to the larger indium droplets
size (highest In flux for sample V), which could influence the mass transport of adatoms and thus
worsen the interface sharpness.
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Figure 3-12. ω-2ѳ scans of the (0002) reflection of samples II, IV and V.
3.8. Discussion
From previous discussions, the exceptional stability of the In and N-containing
( 3  3 ) R 30  surface reconstruction allows RHEED investigations to confirm dynamically

stable indium coverage up to ~2 MLs, which is similar to that on the bare GaN 1×1 surface.
The coverage-flux relationship is very different for the two surfaces. The most striking
difference is that there does not exist a wide flux window in which a nearly invariant indium
coverage of 1 ML is stabilized on the ( 3  3 ) R 30  surface. Also, the desorption rate of the
bottom monolayer of indium is much faster on the ( 3  3 ) R 30  surface.
The explanation about the difference in adsorption/desorption kinetics for the two surfaces
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requires understanding of the atomic structure of the indium adlayers. However, direct
experimental characterization is still lacking. For the GaN 1×1 surface, the structure of the bilayer
may be inferred from the STM study of InGaN surfaces.193 It was found that an indium bilayer
was arranged into a “T1+T4” configuration. The indium atoms in the bottom adlayer directly sat
on the underlying Ga/In atoms (T1 position). This was expected since one of the bonds from the
Ga/In atoms in the underlying metal layer was dangling and would be paired with one orbital of
newly added indium atoms.191 This interaction was strong and thus the indium atoms in the bottom
adlayer were forced in registry with under laying Ga/In atoms. Probably due to the weak In-In
interactions, indium atoms in the top adlayer were sitting in the T4 sites and triply coordinated
with indium atoms in the bottom In adlayer.
For a GaN surface with a ( 3  3 ) R 30  reconstruction, it can be expected that the
dangling bonds of the Ga atoms would be involved in forming the surface reconstruction.
Therefore, the interaction between the GaN surface and the bottom indium adlayer should be
weakened, which would in turn lead to a faster desorption. This explanation is supported by recent
first principle calculations.188 The results suggest that the experimentally observed “1×3” RHEED
pattern should be attributed to a surface reconstruction with a (2 3  2 3 ) R 30 symmetry, instead
of the widely-believed ( 3  3 ) R 30  one. One unit cell is shown in Figure 3-13, underneath a
2×2 nitrogen adlayer, indium atoms substituted certain gallium atoms in the top metal layer of
GaN bulk and formed a (2 3  2 3 ) R 30 structure, which led to an indium concentration of 25%.
Due to the existence of the 2×2 nitrogen adlayer, the dangling bonds of the four-fold coordinated
metal atoms (indicated by green and blue colors) were used, and, therefore, a weak interaction
between this surface structure and the first applied indium adlayer could be expected.
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Figure 3-13. The (2 3  2 3 ) R 30 reconstruction proposed in ref. 188.

Given the fact that InN growth is prohibited when the growth temperature is higher than
500 ○C, it can be expected that the In-N bonding is extremely unstable at the chosen growth
temperature of 680 ○C in this study. As a result, another plausible explanation for the faster
desorption on the ( 3  3 ) R 30  surface may be that the In-N bonds served a role like catalysts,
which helped the liquid-like indium go into a vapor phase through breaking the In-N bonds.
Despite the fact that the bottom indium adlayer desorbed much faster on the ( 3  3 ) R 30
surface, after the completion of the second adlayer the desorption rates became identical for both
surfaces, as if the influence of the surface reconstruction or the active nitrogen flux disappeared.
A plausible explanation may be that the top indium layer served as an effective diffusion barrier
that the escaping atoms from the bottom layer could not penetrate. As a result, the adsorption and
desorption kinetics were completely determined by the top adlayer.
Consistent PL emissions were only observed from sample IV and V, which had excessive
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droplet accumulation before the GaN capping. It is known that the droplets keep the integrity of
the underlying indium adlayers by compensating the loss from desorption or growth. Therefore, it
is reasonable to expect that the consistent QW structure of sample IV and V resulted from a quasiliquid phase growth, i.e. the growth front was immersed in the two liquid-like indium adlayers.
The preservation of the quantum well should be a highly dynamical process which may involve
the following process: the diffusion of Ga adatom to the growth front; the formation/dissociation
of In-N bonds; the formation/dissociation of Ga-N bonds; and the In-N bonds being replaced by
Ga-N bonds similar to what is observed in GaN/AlN superlattice growth. 194 The presence of
droplets ensures that the surface is always covered by ~2-ML liquid-like adlayers, which not only
ensures that the indium atoms are maximally incorporated but also provides a nearly identical
initial condition for all QW growth. As a result, consistent PL showing the largest indium
incorporation was observed for samples IV and V.
Inspired by the indium content of less than 33% obtained from TEM studies, 148,149 it had
been suggested in ref. 148 that the entire ( 3  3 ) R 30 adsorbate structure was buried during the
GaN capping, even though the only provided evidence was the short appearance of the “1×3”
RHEED pattern upon opening the indium shutter. Another supportive observation of this
assumption is from the recent TEM study, in which a 3× indium atomic ordering in 1-ML thick
QWs was directly observed.188 Even at the very low growth temperature of 550 ○C used in ref. 148,
indium overdose to more than 2 MLs was still needed for maximal indium incorporation. This
suggests that being immersed in liquid-like indium effectively prevents the indium atoms in the
( 3  3 ) R 30 structure from being substituted by gallium atoms. Nonetheless, the final proof of

this assumption needs further understanding in the adsorbate structure as well as the incorporation
processes. As another plausible explanation, the first principle simulations of InGaN film growth
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by Lee et al.195 suggested a strong tendency that the indium atoms would self-assemble into a
( 3  3 ) R 30 pattern, and thus the surface reconstruction is not needed in this process.

3.9. Summary
In summary, to understand the growth mechanism of the InN/GaN MQWs in a high
temperature range, this research first focused on the indium adsorption/desorption kinetics during
the InN deposition stage. Using RHEED as an in situ monitoring tool, it was found that under
active nitrogen flux, the In and N-containing ( 3  3 ) R 30 surface reconstruction quickly
appears which further influences the indium adsorption/desorption kinetics. Compared to the bare
GaN 1×1 surface, the bottom adlayer desorbs much faster on the ( 3  3 ) R 30 surface and there
does not exist a flux window corresponding to a dynamical stable In coverage of 1 ML. However,
when the indium coverage becomes larger than 2 MLs, the desorption rates become identical for
both surfaces. Finally, the knowledge of indium adsorption/desorption kinetics were applied to
MQW growth, and the growth process was understood by analyzing the RHEED intensity
evolution during growth. Through PL and XRD characterizations, the important role of In surface
coverage before GaN capping was revealed, i.e. in order to insert nominal InN QWs into a GaN
matrix at high temperature, the surface should be completely soaked in liquid-like indium adlayers
before GaN capping.
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Chapter 4: InN/GaN MQW growth at 550 ○C
4.1. Introduction
In the last chapter, successful insertion of nominal InN quantum wells was demonstrated
at a high growth temperature of 680 ○C. Even with excessive InN deposition, the PL emission
energy was found only slightly smaller than that of bulk GaN at ~3.3 eV. For the InGaN random
alloys, it is well known that growth temperature is the key factor in determining the maximum
indium content,121 as is shown in Figure 1-6. This suggests that growing at a low temperature may
be a viable approach to move the PL emission towards the long wavelength region.
Lowering the growth temperature appears to complicate the quantum well structures and
the PL emissions. Yoshikawa et al.151,152 were the first to report that at a low or intermediate growth
temperature (< ~650 ○C), the QW thickness can be controlled to 1 ML or 2 MLs if the growth
parameters are carefully designed. Compared to the 1-ML thick QWs, the PL emission peaks for
the 2-ML thick QWs were found to be redshifted from ~390 nm to ~430 nm. 151,152 A similar
observation was reported in a recent TEM investigation by Dimitrakopulos et al.. 150 As shown in
Figure 4-1, despite the possible indium enrichment in the closest neighboring layers, the QW
thickness appeared to be either 1 or 2 MLs, with average indium content of ~0.22 or ~0.33,
respectively. However, in a more recent temperature dependent study of indium incorporation by
P. Wolny et al.,196 the quantum well apparent thickness never exceeded 1 ML in the growth
temperature range between 580 ○C to 650 ○C, even when large nominal InN depositions of up to
4.3 MLs was used.
In this chapter, the growth phenomena as well as the structural and optical properties of
InN/GaN MQWs grown at a low temperature of 550 ○C are presented. Compared to the high
temperature growth, one particular advantage was that the indium deposition was exactly known
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for each QW growth since the indium desorption rate was very small at 550 ○C.

Figure 4-1. InN/GaN quantum wells from ref. 150 with apparent thickness of 1 ML (a) and 2 MLs
(b). The top images are noise averaged high resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy
(HRSTEM) images. The bottom images are profiles of inidum content.
4.2. Growth
All sample growth and RHEED investigation were performed on iron-doped semiinsulating GaN templates (Kyma) in a VEECO Gen II MBE system. A constant nitrogen flux of
0.5 sccm with a RF power 350 W was used to generate nitrogen plasma, which resulted in a GaN
growth rate of 0.26 ML/s at low temperature, i.e., temperatures at which the GaN thermal
decomposition was negligible. The metal fluxes were provided using thermal effusion cells. The
indium flux of 0.26 ML/s was calibrated by finding the boundary of droplet accumulation regime
at 350 ○C.
The shutter sequence of a full InN/GaN growth cycle and the sample structures are depicted
in Figure 4-2(a) and Figure 4-2(b). The introduction of growth procedure will be skipped here
since it was similar to the growth at 680 ○C. As shown in Figure 4-2(b), GaN spacers of 15 nm
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were used to separate QWs. The indium flux of 0.26 ML/s was used to grow QWs with nominal
thickness of n = 1, 3, and 5 MLs and indium shutter opening times were 4 s, 12 s, and 20 s,
respectively. The indium flux and shutter opening times for n = 0.5 ML were 0.13 ML/s and 4 s,
respectively. The duration of the first GI is 2 s for all samples and the duration of the second GI is
75 s for n = 0.5 and 1 ML and 100 s for all other thicknesses. Before lowering to the target growth
temperature of 550 ○C, a GaN buffer layer of ~240 nm was grown at a high temperature (~790 ○C)
to achieve good surface morphology and crystal quality.

Figure 4-2. (a) Shutter sequence for one InN/GaN bilayer growth. (b) Sample structure.
4.3. RHEED intensity
RHEED investigations were carried out prior to the actual MQW growth. Specular RHEED
spot/streak viewed along the [1120] azimuth were recorded during the MQW growth. The nominal
InN layer thicknesses under investigation were 0.5, 1, and 3 MLs. Each of the MQW stacks
contained 10 repeats of InN/GaN bilayers. Between stacks, a GaN buffer layer was grown at ~790
○

C to recover the surface morphology.
During the growth of all test MQW structures, no 3D RHEED pattern was observed,

indicating the growths were indeed under metal-rich conditions. Figure 4-3(a) shows the RHEED
intensity evolution of MQWs with the nominal InN thickness of 1 ML. The inset in Figure 4-3(a)
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is the magnified view of the area in the hollow square frame. The intensity patterns in Figure 4-3(a)
were modulated by a dampening envelop which is in sharp contrast to the repeating pattern in
Figure 3-9 observed during high temperature growth. To display the fine features more clearly,
the second InN/GaN bilayer cycle (shaded area in Figure 4-3 (a)) was zoomed in and shown in
Figure 4-3(b).

Figure 4-3. (a) RHEED intensity evolution of 1-ML-InN/GaN MQW growth; the inset is the
zoomed view of the hollow rectangular area. (b) Zoomed view of RHEED intensity evolution of
one InN/GaN bilayer growth cycle (shaded area in (a)). The gray and red dotted lines in (a) and (b)
are eye-guides for the evolution of level A and level B.
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Different from the well-defined oscillatory behavior, a signature of layer-by-layer growth
mode commonly observed in arsenide material growth, the RHEED intensity transient behavior of
nitride material growth usually show much more complex patterns, which are often interplays of
film growth, liquid-like metal adlayer accumulation, and growth mode transitions, e.g., from layerby-layer to step flow.92,170
As shown in Figure 4-3(b), except for a noticeable intensity spike upon the opening of the
indium shutter, there was an overall decay of the RHEED intensity during the InN deposition stage.
The initial spike was confirmed to be caused by physically adsorbed nitrogen adatoms being
replaced by newly landed indium adatoms172 since the high electron density of metal species
resulted in a higher reflectivity to electron beams. Given the fact that InN growth is forbidden
above 500 ○C, the intensity drop after the spike was due to the accumulation of liquid-like indium
adlayers.
After being relatively stable during the first growth interruption, the opening of the Ga
shutter triggered a dramatic increase in intensity. Based on the observation that a Ga-dropletscovered surface resulted in a higher RHEED intensity level than a In-droplets-covered surface as
shown in Figure 3-10, it is proposed that the dominant reason for the RHEED intensity increase
upon opening the Ga shutter was the higher electron reflectivity of gallium. This phenomenon is
similar to the observation in ref. 192 and ref. 197 of MME (metal-modulated epitaxy) InGaN
growth. The simultaneous impingement of Ga and In on an In-wetted surface leads to an intensity
spike, which was explained as a combined effect of the completion of a metal adlayer and the
larger electron reflectivity of gallium.192
Due to the Ga-rich growth condition, continuous liquid-like Ga accumulation would
attenuate the RHEED intensity. After the Ga accumulation reached a certain critical amount, the
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RHEED intensity was saturated at a relatively stable value, which was indicated by the gray dotted
line in Figure 4-3(b). This level corresponded to a GaN surface covered by Ga droplets and a
certain amount of indium coverage. As seen in Figure 4-3(a), this level was nearly invariant for all
InN/GaN growth cycles. For the convenience of discussion, this level will be labeled as “level A”
hereafter.
Similar to the high temperature GaN growth, the intensity recovery after closing the Ga
shutter was a two-step behavior. Although it appeared to be stable initially in the first step, the
GaN spacer was still growing because the active nitrogen was consuming the excess Ga droplets.
When the Ga accumulation was reduced to a critical amount, the recovery entered the second step
and an intensity rise was observed. After the Ga accumulation was fully consumed, a new stable
level (level B) was finally reached, which is labeled by the red dotted lines in Figure 4-3.
In sharp contrast to the level A which was nearly independent of growth cycles, level B
showed an overall decline. Specifically, although dropping drastically, level B was above level A
in the initial few growth cycles. During the subsequent cycles it approached a lower level that was
even below that of level A. This decline of level B was attributed to the surface indium
accumulation. Studies of InGaN growth by MBE198,199 have already established that Ga/N ratio is
the most crucial factor in determining indium incorporation. A Ga/N ratio larger than unity, the
Ga-rich growth condition used in spacer growth, would completely prevent the indium
incorporation. As a result, the portion of non-incorporated indium during the nominal InN QW
growths would stay on the growth front during the whole GaN spacer growth. Further, the size of
this floating indium would increase with each QW growth cycle. This scenario explains the decline
of level B.
Two more MQW growths, with nominal InN thicknesses of 3 MLs and 0.5 MLs, were also
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investigated and the RHEED intensity evolutions of the initial few growth cycles are shown in
Figure 4-4. Although appearing differently at first sight, all the features in Figure 4-3 can find
correspondence in Figure 4-4. For n=3, the indium accumulated so fast that level B was saturated
at the third InN/GaN growth cycle and the saturated level was maintained in all following cycles.
It should be noted that the saturated value of level B was lower than level A, which supports the
argument that the RHEED intensity rise upon opening the Ga shutter was mainly caused by Ga
adsorption. For n = 0.5, the dropping of level B was very slow and, thus, the indium accumulation
was hardly discernible. However, the indium accumulation could be revealed by RHEED pattern
transitions in the following discussions.

Figure 4-4. RHEED intensity evolution of n-ML-InN/GaN MQWs growth for n = 0.5 and n = 3.
The gray and red dotted lines are eye-guides for the evolution of level A and level B.
4.4. RHEED pattern
In this section, the RHEED pattern transition during different growth stages is analyzed. A
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bare GaN surface exhibits an unreconstructed 1×1 pattern after high temperature GaN buffer
growth at ~790 ○C. When the substrate was cooled to the growth temperature of 550 ○C, a very
faint 2×2 pattern was typically seen, which may be attributed to a 2×2 nitrogen adlayer. 188
Additional experiments were conducted to investigate the RHEED pattern change when indium
was deposited on the GaN surface at 550 ○C. It was found that a faint “1×3” pattern, presumably
caused by a ( 3  3 ) R 30 surface reconstruction, was identifiable when the indium deposition
was ~1/3 ML. It is worth noting that in MBE system used in this study, this pattern became well
defined in temperature range between ~590 ○C to ~700 ○C.
The RHEED pattern viewed along the [1120] direction during the second growth
interruption when level B was reached is shown in Figure 4-5. For MQWs with nominal thickness
of 1 ML, although the RHEED intensity was varying as was displayed in Figure 4-3(a), the
RHEED pattern maintained as “1×” during the entire first InN/GaN growth cycle. The “1×” pattern
also appeared initially during the second growth cycle before level B was reached in the second
growth interruption. However, as shown in Figure 4-5, when level B was reached a new RHEED
pattern suddenly appeared and survived the whole growth interruption. Although dampened by In
adsorption, this new pattern was also observable during the InN growth of the third growth cycle.
However, upon opening the Ga shutter for GaN spacer growth, the new pattern immediately
switched into a “1×” pattern, only to return later when the level B was reached again. The RHEED
pattern transition in the following growth cycles were similar to that during the third cycle.
Noticeably, as seen in Figure 4-5, the new pattern became more and more dim as the number of
the bilayer growths increased, which echoes the drop of level B in Figure 4-3. For MQWs with
nominal thickness of 0.5 ML, the new pattern appeared much slower and was only identifiable
from the sixth cycle. For MQWs with a larger thickness of 2 MLs, the new pattern could be seen
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even in the first growth cycle. Also, it dampened so fast that it became barely visible from the third
growth cycle, consistent to the saturation of level B in Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-5. RHEED patterns viwed along [1120] azimuth during different InN/GaN growth
cycles when level B is reached. The positions of side streaks are labeled by white arrows. The top,
middle, and bottom row correspond to nominal InN depositions of 0.5, 1, and 2 MLs.
A distinct feature of the new RHEED pattern was the appearance of side streaks by the
main “1×” steaks. A similar pattern had been observed by Smith et al.200 on a GaN (0001) surface
at temperatures below 350 ○C, as shown in Figure 4-6(a). This has been named the “1+1/6” pattern
because the distance between the side streaks to the main “1×” streaks is about 1/6 the distance
between main streaks. Following this convention, the new pattern observed in this work is referred
as the “1+1/7” hereafter due to the fact that the distance between the side streak to the main streak
was about 1/7 the distance between main streaks. Further, the “1+1/6” pattern in ref. 200 is
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attributed to double scattering between a GaN 1×1 surface and an incommensurate overlayer, 201
i.e. scattered electron beams by the GaN surfaces/overlayer were scattered again by the
overlayer/GaN surface. Also, the side streaks were more intuitively represented as the satellite
peaks around the first-order diffraction spots of GaN 1×1 surface in LEED (Low Electron Energy
Diffraction) images, as shown in Figure 4-6(b). Further, a very similar “1+1/6” LEED pattern was
reported by C. Friedrich et al.202 in an ex situ annealing study of fully strained InGaN layers in a
high vacuum chamber, as shown in Figure 4-6(c). This pattern started to appear when the
temperature was raised to 710 ○C under nitrogen plasma.

Figure 4-6. The “1+1/6” RHEED pattern (a) and LEED pattern (b) caused by Ga adsorption on a
GaN(0001) surface at low temperature (< 350 ○C).200 The “1+1/6” LEED pattern202 obtained by
annealing a InGaN sample under nitrogen plasma at 710 ○C (c).
The double scattering by two 2D lattices is illustrated in Figure 4-7, which is applied to
both RHEED and LEED techniques. Without the loss of generality, it was assumed that the
incident electron beam with wavevector of ki was scattered by the GaN surface first and then the
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overlayer. k o1 and ko2 are the corresponding wavevectors of the scattered beams.

Figure 4-7. The schematic of double scattering process between 2D lattices. (side view)
As was discussed in Chapter 2, the diffraction condition for the first and second scattering
are

(k o1  k i )∥  G1

(Equation 4.1)

(k o 2  k o1 )∥  G2

(Equation 4.2)

and

where G 1 and G 2 are the collection of reciprocal space lattice vectors of the GaN surface and the
overlayer, respectively. If g1  G1 and g 2  G 2 , the direction of doubly scattered beam is
determined by

(ko 2  ki )∥  G '
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(Equation 4.3)

where elements in G ' have the form g1  g2 with g1  G1 and g 2  G2 .
A set of additional experiments were carried out to gain insight of the origin of the “1+1/7”
pattern. First, by following the InN/GaN bilayer growth sequence at 550 ○C, the “1+1/7” appeared
consistently when level B was reached. However, it could not be reproduced by depositing only
In or Ga on the surface, no matter if active nitrogen impingement was present or not. Moreover, at
550 ○C the nitrogen flux played a crucial role in the stability of the “1+1/7” pattern. While
persisting fairly long under active nitrogen, the “1+1/7” pattern would be immediately gone upon
closing the nitrogen shutter. In addition, once gone, the new pattern would not come back if the
nitrogen shutter was opened again. The temperature was found to be another key factor influencing
the stability of the “1+1/7” pattern. Lower substrate temperatures made it last significantly longer
and it even persisted for a long time without the active nitrogen. Compared to the rather faint
patterns displayed in Figure 4-5, the “1+1/7” patterns obtained at 520 ○C were much more welldefined.
Representative RHEED patterns at 520 ○C viewed along [1120] and [1 100] azimuth are
shown in Figure 4-8(b) and Figure 4-8(e). The white arrows label the identifiable streaks/spots that
does not belong to the 1×1 pattern. Considering that in Figure 4-8(b) the side-streaks on the shortwave-vector sides (inner sides) of the first order 1×1 main streaks appeared to be much stronger
than that on the long-wave-vector sides, a reasonable guess is that the incommensurate
superstructure has the same in-plane symmetry as the GaN 1×1 surface but with a lattice constant
that is 1/6 larger. With this assumption, the intensity maxima of the GaN 1×1 RHEED pattern,
along with the intensity maximas caused by double scattering, were calculated and presented in
Figure 4-8(c) and Figure 4-8(f). Higher order scatterings were not included because their
intensities were much weaker. Using the experimental value of electron energy of 16 keV, the
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intensity maximas in the simulated results have nearly perfect correspondence to the streaks in the
real RHEED image when the incident angle of the electron beams were taken as 4.1 ○ and 4.3○
when viewed along the [1120] and [1 100] azimuth.

Figure 4-8. (a) and (d): GaN 1×1 RHEED pattern viewed along [1120] and [1 100] azimuth after
high temperature GaN buffer growth. (b) and (e): The “1+1/7” RHEED pattern obtained at 520 ○C
viewed along [1120] and [1 100] azimuth with identifiable streaks not belonging to the 1×1
pattern labeled by white arrows. (c) and (f): Simulated electron beam maximas caused by GaN
1×1 surface (dots), and by double scattering between the GaN 1×1 surface and an overlayer with
the same in-plane symmetry as GaN and a lattice constant 1/6 larger (crosses). The blue arrows in
(c) and (f) correspond to the white arrows in (b) and (e).
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In the MBE system used for this study, the In and N-containing ( 3  3 ) R30 surface
reconstruction became well defined at ~590 ○C, while the “1+1/7” pattern could be observed at
~550 ○C or lower temperatures. Despite the seemingly different temperature values, this
temperature dependence of the surface reconstruction transitions is very similar to what is reported
in ref. 202. The “1+1/6” LEED pattern shown in Figure 4-6(c) during annealing of an InGaN
sample became visible when the temperature was raised to ~710 ○C. Further heating of the samples
to ~760 ○C under active nitrogen would change the LEED pattern into ( 3  3 ) R 30 . It should
be noted that the temperatures reported in ref. 202 were too high to keep the bulk InGaN from
decomposing. Therefore, it is believed that the temperature difference between this work and ref.
202 was caused by the difference in instruments and experimental setup.
From this comparison, it is believed that the “1+1/7” RHEED pattern observed in this work
and the “1+1/6” LEED pattern observed in ref. 202 had the same physical origin. In ref. 202, the
LEED pattern was named “1+1/6” instead of “1+1/7” which should be merely caused by the
uncertainty in measuring the distance between the satellite spots and the main spots, as can be seen
from the rather blurred LEED image in Figure 4-6(c). Auger electron spectroscopy and atomic
force microscopy results in ref. 202 suggest that the “1+1/6” LEED pattern was caused by a
incommensurate overlayer of group III atoms sitting on an InGaN surface.
It is well known that indium incorporation is not allowed when the flux ratio of Ga/In is
large (  1 ).121 Since there was a significant amount of Ga surface accumulation after the GaN
spacer growth due to the Ga-rich growth condition, it could be expected that during the initial stage
of the second growth interruption the film under growth was pure GaN even though there may also
be indium accumulation on the surface. However, when the Ga accumulation was about to be
completely consumed by the active nitrogen, presumably less than 1 ML, the indium incorporation
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became possible. In fact, in many reported growths145,151,203 of InN/GaN MQWs/SLs, the second
growth interruption in Figure 4-2(a) was broken into two stages in order to prevent the formation
of InGaN layers. Using the fact that indium has a higher vapor pressure compared to Ga, the
nitrogen shutter was closed during the first stage so that the indium was thermally desorbed with
the protection of Ga. Then, the nitrogen shutter was opened to consume the remaining Ga during
the second stage. However, this strategy was not used in this study because at the growth
temperature of 550 ○C, the indium desorption rate was very small which would lead to an
unreasonably large desorption time. As a result, it can be concluded that in this study the “1+1/7”
pattern appeared during the second GI was caused by an incommensurate indium layer on an
InGaN film.
The InGaN layer without being capped by GaN was not stable at 550 ○C. The immediate
disappearance of the “1+1/7” pattern upon shuttering the active nitrogen flux indicated that the
InGaN film was experiencing a decomposition which involved losing nitrogen atoms. This is
supported by the STM studies of InGaN surfaces.193,204,205 It is found that indium atoms in the
topmost layer of a InGaN film tend to bond to each other directly by losing the underlying nitrogen
atoms when they are close to each other. In this way, the strain caused by the larger size of the
indium atoms is relieved. As a result, it can be expected that under active nitrogen the surface
InGaN layer has a strong tendency to segregate into pure indium and GaN.
4.5. Photoluminescence
MQW samples with different combinations of nominal InN thickness (n-ML) and QW
repetitions (m) were grown and the PL results were summarized in Figure 4-9. Instead of a
continuous redshift, Figure 4-9(a) shows that increasing the nominal InN thickness to be equal to
or greater than 2 MLs would lead to a saturation of emission peak at ~423 nm. The energy of this
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saturated peak is nearly coincident with the PL emission energy from MQWs with an apparent
thickness of 2-ML, as reported in the studies by Yoshikawa et al..151,152 Also, for those samples
with a nominal InN thickness of 1 ML, the emission peak fall into the range between 390 nm to
400 nm, which is in good agreement with the reported PL emissions from QWs with an apparent
thickness of 1 ML.142,148,151,152,206

Figure 4-9. (a) Summary of PL emission peaks of MQWs with different combinations of nominal
InN thickness (n-ML) and numbers of QWs (m). (b) Representive PL curves for samples with
various nominal thickness (n-ML).
The PL spectra shows a large position dependence over the sample surface when the
nominal InN deposition was 0.5 ML. Nonetheless, a representative PL spectrum is shown in Figure
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4-9(b). In addition to a weak main emission peak and side peaks in the range between 360 nm and
380 nm, the band edge emission of GaN (357.8 nm) and a broad yellow band emission are typically
observable. These observations point to a possibility that the small InN deposition of 0.5 ML leads
to a sheet-like quantum well structure with a large sheet-size inhomogeneity.
4.6. X-ray diffraction
Figure 4-10 summaries the ω-2ѳ scans of the (0002) reflection of MQW samples with total
QW number m = 7. Same as Figure 3-12, the two strongest peaks on the left and right were caused
by the GaN substrates and AlN seeding layer, respectively. For all samples, the formation of QWs
was clearly seen from the well-defined interference fringes. An indium induced peak at 16.47 ○ was
observable for the sample with nominal thickness of 2 MLs and this peak became more pronounced
for the sample with the largest nominal thickness of 3 MLs. This observation was consistent with
the faster drop of level B with larger nominal InN thickness in the discussion of Figure 4-3 and
Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-10. ω-2ѳ scans of the (0002) reflection of samples grown at 550 ○C with nominal
thickness of n-ML and total QW mumber (m) of 7.
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4.7. Transmission electron microscopy
The formation of MQWs were investigated by cross-sectional transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) measurements. As is shown in Figure 4-11(a) and Figure 4-11(b), for samples
with nominal InN thickness of 1 ML and 3 MLs, the formation of atomically abrupt quantum wells
were clearly seen. The quantum wells appeared to be continuous and the GaN spacer layers were
~14-nm thick. For both samples, the apparent thickness did not exceed 2 MLs, which was
consistent with the PL saturation behavior in Figure 4-9(a).

Figure 4-11. Cross-sectional high resolution TEM images of MQWs with nominal InN deposition
of (a) 1 ML and (b) 3 MLs.
4.8. Theoretical calculation of band structures
The band gap of a 1- or 2-ML thick InGaN quantum wells as a function of indium content
was calculated using the eight-band k.p method and the results were plotted in Figure 4-12. A
good match of experimental data, 3.27 eV and 2.92 eV for 1-ML and 2-ML thick QWs,
respectively, was found for In content of 43%, and therefore the E-k dispersion of the
In0.43Ga0.57N/GaN QWs were plotted in Figure 4-13. It should be noted that an In content of 0.43
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is substantially larger than the values ≤ 0.33 obtained from TEM measurements. 148–150,196 The
reason for this discrepancy is not understood yet. In eight band k.p calculations the bulk band gap
of InGaN is treated as an input parameter. In this work, the InGaN bulk band gap was calculated
using a universal bowing parameter of 1.36 eV,207 which is known to cause band gap
overestimation when the In content is low.207 Thus, it can be expected that the fitted In content
would be lower if the InGaN bulk band gap was calculated more accurately. Further, the errors
may be caused by the uncertainty in evaluating the strain effect on band gap. The strain has a large
influence on the InGaN band structures. As an example, the comparison of the valence band
structure between the strained and unstrained In0.43Ga0.57N bulk is shown in Figure 4-14. However,
there is still a lack of agreement on the values of deformation potentials and a large scattering of
reported values can be found in the literature.144,179,208 Also, the deformation potential values are
further complicated by the large compositional dependence. 144,179

Figure 4-12. The band gap of 1-ML and 2-ML thick InGaN/GaN QWs as a function of In content.
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Figure 4-13. The energy dispersion of 1-ML (a) and 2-ML (b) thick In0.43Ga0.57N/GaN QWs.

Figure 4-14. The comparison between the strained and unstrained valence band structure of
In0.43Ga0.57N bulk.
Due to the extremely small thickness, the band gap shrinks very slowly for the 1-ML-thick
quantum wells. At In content of 43%, the band gap only reduced by 0.24 eV, whereas the bulk
In0.43Ga0.57N band gap was ~1.9 eV, corresponding to ~1.6 eV reduction in bulk band gap.
Compared to the 1-ML thick QWs, the 2-ML thick QWs showed a much more pronounced
quantum confinement. The band gap was smaller at all In contents and the energy difference
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became larger when the indium content increased.
To gain further insights of the band edge states of 1- and 2-ML thick In 0.43Ga0.57N/GaN
2

QWs, the probability densities of individual bands, here defined as Fn (r ) , are shown in Figure
4-15 and Figure 4-16. Since in the Hamiltonian Eq. 2.35 the conduction band is only directly
coupled to the Z valence band states at k = 0, the conduction band edge of quantum wells was
dominated by the 1 and 5 states (the S ,  and S ,  states), with a noticeable mixture of the
4 and 8 states (the Z ,  and Z ,  states). As shown in Figure 4-15(a), for the 1-ML thick

QWs the quantum confinement was very weak, the possibility distribution extended in a region
over ~6 nm in sharp contrast to the QW thickness of ~0.28 nm. Although showing a stronger
confinement as in Figure 4-16, the electron band edge wavefunctions of the 2-ML thick QWs were
still highly extended, distributed in a region ~4 nm wide.

Figure 4-15. The probabilitty densities of band edge states for 1-ML thick In 0.43Ga0.57N/GaN QWs.
(a) and (b) are the two degenerate conduction band edge states. (c) and (d) are the two degenerate
valence band edge states.
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Figure 4-16. The probability densities of band edge states for 2-ML thick In 0.43Ga0.57N/GaN QWs.
(a) and (b) are the two degenerate conduction band edge states. (c) and (d) are the two degenerate
valence band edge states.
The top valence band at k = 0 were pure 2 or 6 states. This was expected since in the
k.p Hamiltonian Eq. 2.35 (see also Appendix A), the only non-zero entries in the second and sixth
rows are the diagonal entries. Therefore, states 2 and 6 can be thought of as not interacting
with other states at the zone center. Similar to the conduction band states, these valence band states
were also highly extended compared to the QW thicknesses.
4.9. Discussions
A plausible growth mechanism is proposed to explain the insertion of the ultra-thin QWs
based on a kinetic argument. It is well known that Ga is preferentially incorporated during the
InGaN growth and indium incorporation is only possible when the Ga/N flux ratio is sufficiently
small.121 For this reason, the Ga-rich growth condition during the GaN spacer growth was used to
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completely prevent the In incorporation as well as to realize a high crystal quality. Therefore, it
seems controversial that indium could still be incorporated into the 1 or 2-ML thick QWs during
the initial GaN spacer growth as seen in Figure 4-11.
It is proposed that here the assumption of Ga-rich growth condition is momentarily invalid
at the beginning of GaN capping stage. To capture the most essential features of the QW formation
process, a simple growth scenario was considered first in Figure 4-17.

Figure 4-17. Schematic of the formation of the first two monolayers of InGaN film.
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In Figure 4-17, it is assumed that a GaN surface is covered by exactly 1 ML of indium and
the active nitrogen is impinging the surface prior to the GaN spacer growth. It is worth noting that
InN film growth is prohibited at 550 ○C due to low In-N binding energy and, thus, the 1 ML indium
coverage remains in a liquid-like form. On the other hand, given the fact that at 550 ○C the growth
of bulk InGaN is possible, the film growth must be triggered by the introduction of Ga into the 1
ML indium. Once the Ga shutter is open (step 1), newly arrived Ga adatoms start to build the
second metal adlayer. At the same time, similar to what is observed in MME InGaN growth, 192 a
diffusion process occurs so that the Ga atoms startto replace the indium atoms in the bottom adlayer
(step 2) and, in the meantime, the (InGaN) film growth is triggered. The effective Ga flux reaching
the growth front (the bottom metal adlayer) is limited by this diffusion process and is very small
in the beginning of GaN capping. As a result, the growth at the beginning of the GaN capping can
be effectively regarded as N-rich and the incorporation of indium atoms becomes possible.
As the growth continues, the diffusion process keeps reducing the indium concentration in
the bottom adlayer (step 3) until it is fully solidified into an InGaN film (step 4). It should be
pointed out that indium atoms in the InGaN film are still allowed to be replaced by the Ga atoms
from the top liquid-like adlayers and, thus, the indium content in the InGaN film is further reduced.
This second exchange mechanism is driven by the large difference between the In-N and Ga-N
binding energy and is similar to what is observed in the study of AlN/GaN MQWs growth. 194 The
knowledge of the exact indium concentration in this InGaN film requires detailed information
about the kinetic processes of diffusion, film growth, and the second exchange mechanism.
However, it is reasonable to expect that this film is Ga-rich since the In-N bonding is extremely
unstable at the growth temperature of 550 ○C.
Step 4 can be viewed as the initial growth condition for the second InGaN layer and the
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growth process is similar to that of the first InGaN layer. Compared to the growth of the first
InGaN layer, the surface before growth is covered by Ga-containing adlayers instead of a pure
indium adlayer (see step 1) and, thus, it can be expected that the final indium content in the second
InGaN layer is much smaller than that of the first InGaN layer (step 5). Moreover, as the GaN
capping proceeds, the adlayer on the surface becomes more and more Ga-rich and eventually the
indium incorporation becomes impossible.
This growth model may be supported by ref. 145, the only study that had been focusing on
the effect of Ga/N ratio during GaN capping. It was found that abrupt QWs with apparent thickness
less than 2 MLs were only formed when the Ga/N flux ratio was larger than unity. The N-rich
growth of the GaN spacer leads to a widening of the QW thickness and smearing of the interfaces.
Variations to the growth model depicted in Figure 4-17 can be used to explain other growth
scenarios. First of all, if in step 1 the surface is covered by two MLs of indium before growth, it
can be expected that both the first and second InGaN layers are more indium-rich than the case
depicted in Figure 4-17, since the Ga atoms have to diffuse through a thicker indium adlayer. This
may explain the redshift of PL emission in Figure 4-9(a) when the nominal InN QW thickness
became larger. Moreover, if the surface indium coverage is further increased, excess indium other
than the 2-ML adlayers will grow into droplets and a large portion of surface still remains to be
covered by 2-ML indium adlayers. This practically gives the same initial growth condition as the
case with exactly 2-ML indium coverage and may explain why there is a saturation of PL energy
when the nominal InN thickness is equal or larger than 2 MLs. Finally, as indicated by the “1+1/7”
RHEED pattern, the nominal InN QW growth could base on a InGaN surface instead of a GaN
surface. This pre-existing InGaN layer should by intuition affect the QW structural property.
However, the consistency of PL data suggests that the influence of this pre-existing InGaN was
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very little. This may be explained by the instability of the surface InGaN layer at 550 ○C. As
previously discussed, the non-capped InGaN layer is subject to decomposition through losing
nitrogen atoms and tends to segregate to pure GaN and indium adlayers. After the fairly long
second growth interruption, it can be expected that prior to the GaN capping the InGaN layer is
segregated into indium-rich and indium-lean regions. The former is physically closer to a pure
indium adlayer while the latter is closer to a GaN layer. Therefore, the overall effect of the preexisting InGaN layer is similar to a partial indium adlayer and thus brings little effect to the QW
properties.
The kinetic argument discussed in Figure 4-17 qualitatively describes how the InGaN
quantum wells can be preserved. However, it should be expected that the final quantum well
structure, i.e., thickness, indium content, and atomic ordering, should show a large dependence on
the experimental conditions such as the nitrogen flux, metal flux, and substrate temperatures. On
the other hand, the PL data in this work, as well as in other reported works, is relatively consistent.
Especially, as is shown in Figure 4-9(b), QWs with nominal thickness ≥ 2 MLs gave a very small
variation in emission peak positions.
This contradiction suggests that there should be an additional mechanism that regulates the
structural properties of the QWs. One candidate mechanism is that a surface reconstruction with a
( 3  3 ) R 30 or (2 3  2 3 ) R 30  symmetry was preserved. The corresponding indium content

of 0.33 and 0.25 automatically explains the low indium content < 0.33 in TEM
investigations.149,150,188 This argument is inferred by the “1×3” RHEED pattern that appeared
during the InN deposition, as well as the “3×” ordering of indium atoms observed in the 1-ML
thick QW samples by TEM.188 However, the “1×3” RHEED pattern was generally not observed
during the nominal InN QW growth in this study, especially for samples whose nominal InN QW
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thickness is larger than 0.5 ML. Instead a “1+1/7” appeared before and during the InN QW
deposition stage which was due to an indium incommensurate layer sitting on an InGaN layer.
What is more, the 2-ML thick QWs showed an even better PL emission consistency. If this also
resulted from the ordering of indium atoms, how the ( 3  3 ) R 30 or (2 3  2 3 ) R 30  surface
reconstruction is frozen into the top monolayer of QWs during the continuous growth is not
immediately clear. Furthermore, although the surface reconstruction showed a good stability as
was discussed in the high temperature growth, more theoretical and experimental evidence is
needed to show how this stability is maintained during GaN capping. As shown in Figure 3-13,
the recently proposed (2 3  2 3 ) R 30 surface structure has a 2×2 nitrogen overlayer. The
nitrogen atoms in the overlayer are located at the H3 sites instead of the T4 sites and thus are not
consistent with the bulk wurtzite crystal structure. As a result, the GaN capping of the surface
reconstruction would break the nitrogen bonding to the underlying metal layer and the stability of
the surface structure could be broken.
The simulation of bulk InGaN growth employing a combined method of Monte Carlo and
ab initio calculations195 suggested an alternative explanation of the chemical ordering of indium
atoms. It is found that there is a strong tendency for low-In-content InGaN bulk to be phase
separated into pure GaN and In0.33Ga0.67N with an in-plane ( 3  3 ) R 30 ordering of indium
atoms. In this scenario, the chemical ordering of indium does not need a pre-existing surface
reconstruction as a template.
Using this argument, a plausible growth process is described as follows: in the beginning
of GaN capping, due to the temporary N-rich growth a substantial amount of indium can be frozen
mainly into the first 1 or 2 MLs of bulk film, depending on the indium coverage from the nominal
InN deposition and previous InN/GaN growth cycles. The indium incorporation after the second
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ML should be negligibly small, mainly due to the thickness of indium adlayers being limited to ~2
MLs. Simultaneous to the indium incorporation, the indium atoms are self-assembled into grains
with an in-plane ( 3  3 ) R 30 symmetry. Since these grains have an equivalent In content of
~0.33, the PL emission peaks are consistently located at ~390 nm and ~423 nm, corresponding to
the QW thickness of 1 ML and 2 MLs.
4.10. Summary
To summarize, the growth of InN/GaN MQWs were investigated at a low growth
temperature of 550 ○C. The growth process was characterized by the evolution of the RHEED
intensity and patterns. It was found that there was a residual indium accumulation after each
InN/GaN growth cycle which led to the formation of a “1+1/7” RHEED pattern instead of a widely
observed ( 3  3 ) R 30 one, before and during the InN QW deposition stage. The insertion of a
QW with sharp interfaces was confirmed by XRD and TEM investigations and the QW thickness
was found to be no more than 2 MLs. The PL data also showed a similar self-regulating behavior
that the redshift of PL emission with larger nominal InN deposition was situated at ~423 nm. The
two distinct groups of emission peaks at ~390 nm and ~423 nm were due to the QWs with apparent
thickness of 1 ML and 2 MLs respectively. Finally, a plausible growth model was discussed. The
insertion of QWs was attributed to the momentary N-rich growth condition at the beginning of
GaN capping stage.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and future work
5.1. Conclusions
This dissertation focused on the MBE growth of InN/GaN MQWs at two temperatures near
the ends of allowed growth temperature window.
At the high growth temperature of 680 ○C, the indium adsorption and desorption behavior
and their relationship to the indium surface coverage were investigated by RHEED first to gain
knowledge of growth process control. To gain further physical insights, the results on
( 3  3 ) R30 surfaces, which correspond to the real growth, were compared with the results

obtained on GaN 1×1 surfaces. A dynamically stable In coverage up to 2 MLs before droplets
formation was found on ( 3  3 ) R30 surfaces, which is similar to that on the GaN 1×1 surfaces.
However, a new observation about the ( 3  3 ) R30 surfaces is that there does not exist a wide
flux window in which exactly one monolayer of indium can be stabilized. Further, the desorption
rate showed a different dependence on indium coverage. Although the desorption of the bottom
indium adlayer is dramatically faster on a ( 3  3 ) R30 surface, once the bottom adlayer is
completely covered by the top adlayer, the desorption rates become identical on both surfaces.
These observations lead to the conclusion that only the bottom adlayer is influenced by the
presence of the surface reconstructions, which is attributed to the weaker interaction between the
( 3  3 ) R30 surface and the applied indium layer.

With the knowledge of the indium coverage kinetics, MQW growth with various InN
deposition strategies were designed and tested, and the growth processes was monitored by
RHEED. A good correspondence between the growth phenomena and RHEED features was
established, which shows that RHEED is an eligible in situ monitoring tool for the MQW growth
during which many complex growth phenomena are present. The main result is that keeping the
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integrity of the 2-ML indium adlayers, which requires a high In flux in the droplet accumulation
regime, is the key to the quantum well formation with consistent structural properties. The
insertion of the QWs was confirmed by XRD and PL measurements. The PL emission peaks at
~375 nm indicated the nominal QW thicknesses were 1 ML.
At the low growth temperature of 550 ○C, the RHEED intensity analysis revealed that even
for a very small nominal InN thickness of 0.5 ML, a certain portion of the In deposition was not
incorporated in the QWs and the residual indium increased its size after each QW growth.
Moreover, a “1+1/7” RHEED pattern appeared at the end of each InN/GaN bilayer growth, which
is a new observation for MBE systems in the temperature range around 550 ○C. Based on the
relationship between its appearance and growth procedures, as well as RHEED pattern simulations,
it can be concluded that this newly observed pattern is due to an incommensurate indium overlayer
on an InGaN film formed at the end of each InN/GaN growth cycle.
MQWs with abrupt interfaces were directly observed by cross-sectional TEM
measurements. For all MQWs, the apparent thickness was 1 or 2 MLs showing a self-regulating
behavior. The PL emissions also showed a self-regulating behavior. The redshift of PL emission
with increased nominal InN QW thickness saturated at a wavelength of ~423 nm, corresponding
to a 2-ML apparent thickness. In addition, PL emission around 380 nm is attributed to MQWs with
1-ML apparent thickness. These observations suggest that the apparent InN quantum wells actually
consist of an InGaN layer. The eight-band k.p calculations showed a good agreement with PL data
when the In content was 43%. A growth model based on a kinetic argument was proposed to
explain the formation of QWs. The preservation of indium atoms in the quantum well is attributed
to a momentary N-rich growth condition at the beginning of the GaN capping process. The good
consistency in PL data was tentatively attributed to phase separation behavior.
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5.2. Future work
The InN/GaN MQW growth should be further investigated in the intermediate temperature
range (~600 ○C to 650 ○C) and the low temperature range (~450 ○C to 500 ○C). The intermediate
temperature range is interesting because of the balance of overall material quality, i.e., good
material quality is expected not only for the 1- or 2-ML thick QWs but also for the barrier materials
such as GaN and AlGaN. The low temperature range is interesting for the possibility of more
indium incorporation. Both the In content and the QW thickness should be increased since in this
temperature range the bulk InN decomposition is not pronounced.
The influence of the Ga/N flux ratio should be investigated at fixed temperatures to test the
proposed growth mechanism for QW preservation based on a kinetic argument. One ideal method
for this investigation is to conduct cross-sectional TEM and CL measurements on a sample with a
series of QWs grown under various Ga/N flux ratios. In particular, the in-plane atomic ordering
for 2-ML thick QWs should be analyzed, which is important to understand the consistency of the
saturated PL emissions.
The energy structure of the MQWs with the ( 3  3 ) R30 and the (2 3  2 3 ) R30
chemical ordering should be investigated based on first principle calculations to gain further
insight for the origins of PL data as well as for the growth mechanisms. In this work the energy
structure of InGaN/GaN quantum wells were only investigated using the semi-empirical k.p
method and the chemical ordering effect could not be implemented.
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Appendix A: Parameters for the eight-band k.p method
The eight-band k.p Hamiltonian is summarized in a matrix form
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The 8×8 parameters A m and the 6×6 parameters Am are related by144,209
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Parameters used in calculation.144,207,208,210
Parameters
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Appendix B: Description of research for popular publication
Arranging atoms layer by layer
By Chen Li
Materials are merely combinations of different atoms, which are the smallest building
blocks of our world unless you are a nuclear scientist. The ultimate dream for a scientist is being
able to control atoms at will, through which awesome materials can be created.
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is one of the most powerful tools to control atoms. It is
able to put atoms down literally layer by layer and create hybrid materials that cannot be found in
nature. In this particular research, we are trying to sandwich a single layer of pure indium atoms
into a GaN crystal. By doing so it is expected that very bright green and red light emitters can be
created. A good analogy of this task is embedding a layer of green bricks into a red brick wall.
This job seems easy. Let’s say the brick wall is ten layers high and we want the fifth layer to be
green. We first need to build a four-layer high wall using red bricks, then put a single layer green
bricks, and, finally build a five-layer high wall on top of the green brick layer.
In microscopic world things behave a little differently. First, the green bricks may fly away
if the temperature is high. In other words, if the green brick layer is not covered by red bricks in
time, it would eventually be gone. Secondly, even being covered immediately, these green bricks
can still exchange position with red bricks in the neighboring layers. Therefore, two consequences
may be expected. The first one is that we may never obtain a pure green brick layer. Instead, the
fifth layer is always a mixture of green and red bricks and some green bricks are dispersed in the
adjacent layers. The second one is that the final look is related to the way you cover the green layer.
For example, if you can cover the green layer faster more green bricks can be preserved in the fifth
layer.
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If these walls are my product to be sold to customers, I would have a serious issue of quality
control. Improving the quality consistency seems to require extreme attention during production,
which is surely a painful thing. Fortunately, the final looks of the wall shows a self-regulating
behavior. To be more specific, if there were initially more than two green brick layers, instead of
exactly one, on the fourth red brick layer, the final look of the wall is going to be independent of
how you cap it with red bricks.
For the real material growth, although the hope of inserting a pure indium layer into a GaN
lattice needs to be given up, we can obtain a different structure, which emits blue light instead of
green or red light, in a highly repeatable manner. This new structure has a thickness of two atomic
layers in which the percentage of indium atoms is about 33%. If this new structure is used in mass
production of blue light emitters, the easy growth process control due to the self-regulating
behavior is going to improve the final product yield and thus reduce the cost.
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Appendix C: Executive summary of newly created intellectual property
The following list of new intellectual property items were created in the course of this
research project.
1. Developed a growth process monitoring technique based on RHEED for MBE growth
of In-containing nitride materials.
2. The indium adsorption/desorption kinetics at high growth temperature corresponding
to the real InN/GaN MQW growth scenario were understood.
3. The parameter space for successful InN/GaN multiple quantum well insertion was
identified.
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Appendix D: Potential patent and commercialization aspects of listed intellectual property
items
D.1. Patentability of intellectual property
1) The growth process monitoring technique based on RHEED developed in this study is an
incremental application of knowledge that is already well known to the science community.
Therefore, it is not qualified for patent.
2) The understanding of the indium adsorption/desorption kinetics is an observation of
physical phenomenon, which cannot be directly patented.
3) The identification of the parameter space for MBE growth of InN/GaN MQWs is a
contribution to fundamental science, which cannot be directly patented.
D.2. Commercialization prospects
The study presented in this dissertation was intended to explore the possibility of using
InN/GaN MQWs to replace highly commercialized InGaN random alloys. It was hoped that these
digital alloys can outperform random InGaN alloys when used as green or red light emitters.
However, this research showed that the self-regulated In content and quantum well thickness limit
the usage of these MQWs in the blue to UV spectral region. Therefore, the InN/GaN MQWs cannot
compete with traditional random InGaN materials and are not suitable for commercialization.
D.3. Possible prior disclosure of IP
The study of high temperature growth of InN/GaN MQWs has been published on a peer
reviewed journal:
C. Li, Y. Maidaniuk, A. V. Kuchuk, S. Shetty, P. Ghosh, T. P. White, T. A. Morgan, X. Hu, Y.
Wu, M. E. Ware, Y. I. Mazur, and G. J. Salamo, “Kinetically controlled indium surface coverage
effects on PAMBE-growth of InN/GaN(0001) quantum well structures,” J. Appl. Phys., 123,
195302, (2018)
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Appendix E: Broader impact of research
E.1. Applicability of research methods to other problems
The growth process monitoring technique developed in this research can be applied to
general nitride MBE material growth. A special feature of nitride material growth is that sometimes
it is necessary to maintain liquid-like adlayers and droplets on the growth front. A great deal of
effort in this dissertation was devoted to associate the RHEED intensity transient features with the
adsorption, desorption, and consumption of adlayers/droplets of one or more metal species. The
new understanding widens the usability of RHEED as an in situ growth monitoring tool.
E.2. Impact of research results on U.S. and global society
There is no immediate impact on the U.S. and global society. In a long term, the scientific
understanding contributed in this research may lead to the improvement of InGaN material quality
so that many long-awaited high performance InGaN-based devices, such as the high efficiency
multijunction solar cells, can be one day created. These devices could lead to many new industries,
which would benefit not only the U.S. but also the whole world.
E.3. Impact of research results on the environment
The nitride semiconductors are well known for their chemical stability. They virtually do
not react with any substance at normal environmental temperatures. Therefore, the waste of nitride
materials would not be a concern for environment. Further, the band gap of InGaN materials covers
the whole solar spectrum and, therefore, is especially suitable for high-efficiency solar energy
harvesting. If the material quality can be improved in the future, it can be expected that the wide
use of InGaN-based solar cells will greatly reduce the consumption of fossil fuel and improve the
air quality.
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Appendix F: Microsoft project for Ph.D. microEP degree plan
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Appendix G: Identification of all software used in research and dissertation generation
Computer 1
Model No.: Dell XPS 8300
Serial No.: C55KHQ1
Location: Nano. 301
Owner: Chen Li
Software 1: Windows 10, purchased by Chen Li
Software 2: Microsoft office 2016, purchased by University of Arkansas site license
Software 3: Matlab R2014a, purchased by Chen Li
Software 4: Photoshop CS 5, purchased by Chen Li

Computer 2
Model No.: Lenovo Y 470
Serial No.: CB01121006
Location: Nano. 301
Owner: Chen Li
Software 1: Windows 10, purchased by Chen Li
Software 2: Microsoft office 2016, purchased by University of Arkansas site license
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